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Abstract
We study the well-posedness theory for the linearized free boundary problem
of incompressible ideal magnetohydrodynamics equations in a bounded domain.
We express the magnetic field in terms of the velocity field and the deformation
tensors in the Lagrangian coordinates, and substitute the magnetic field into
the momentum equation to get an equation of the velocity in which the initial
magnetic field serves only as a parameter. Then, we linearize this equation with
respect to the position vector field whose time derivative is the velocity, and
obtain the local-in-time well-posedness of the solution by using energy estimates
of the tangential derivatives and the curl with the help of Lie derivatives and
the smooth-out approximation.
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1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with the well-posedness of the linearized motion of the
following incompressible ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) with free boundary
vt + v · ∇v +∇p = µH · ∇H, in D,(1.1)
1
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Ht + v · ∇H = H · ∇v, in D,(1.2)
div v = 0, divH = 0, in D,(1.3)
where v is the velocity field, H is the magnetic field, p is the total pressure including
the fluid pressure and the magnetic pressure, and µ > 0 is the vacuum permeability,
D = ∪06 t6 T {t} × Ωt, Ωt ⊂ Rn is the domain occupied by the fluid at time t.
We also require boundary conditions on the free boundary ∂D:
H · N = 0, p = 0, on ∂D,(1.4)
(∂t + v
k∂k)|∂D ∈ T (∂D),(1.5)
where N is the exterior unit normal to Γt := ∂Ωt. The condition p = 0 indicates
that the total pressure vanishes outside the domain. Here the fluid considered is an
incompressible ideal case. The incompressibility condition prevents the body from
expanding, and the fact that the pressure is positive prevents the body from breaking
up in the interior. From a physical point of view, the total pressure can be thought
of alternatively as being a small positive constant on the boundary instead of vanish-
ing. The challenge of the problem is that the regularity of the boundary enters to the
highest order. Roughly speaking, the velocity determines the motion of the boundary,
and the boundary is the level set of the total pressure that determines the accelera-
tion together with the magnetic tension. The condition H · N = 0 comes from the
assumption that the boundary Γt is a perfect conductor, and should be understood
as the constraints on the initial data since it will hold true for all t ∈ [0, T ] if it holds
initially as showed in [15]. The condition (1.5) means that the boundary moves with
the velocity v of the fluid particles at the boundary.
Given a domain Ω ⊂ Rn that is homeomorphic to the unit ball, and initial data
(v0, H0) satisfying the constrain (1.3), we expect to find a set D ⊂ [0, T ] × Rn and
vector fields (v,H) solving (1.1)-(1.5) with initial conditions
{x : (0, x) ∈ D} = Ω; v = v0, H = H0, on {0} × Ω.(1.6)
Then, let Ωt = {x : (t, x) ∈ D}. Motivated by the Taylor sign condition on the fluid
pressure for the Euler equations, we raised an analogous condition based on the total
pressure for ideal MHD in [15]:
∇N p 6 −c0 < 0 on ∂D,(1.7)
where ∇N = N i∂xi . Here we have used the summation convection over repeated
upper and lower indices. In [15], we have proved a priori estimates in standard
Sobolev spaces for the free boundary problem of incompressible ideal MHD system
(1.1)-(1.6) under the condition (1.7). We also showed in [16] that the above free
boundary problem (1.1)-(1.6) under consideration would be ill-posed at least for the
case n = 2 if the condition (1.7) was violated. Thus, it will be much reasonable
and necessary to require this condition (1.7) in the studies of well-posedness of the
considering free boundary problem of incompressible ideal MHD equations.
However, the a priori estimates in [15] used all the symmetries of the nonlinear
equations and so only holds for perturbations of the equations that preserved all the
symmetries. Thus, we can not use those a priori estimates for solutions of linearized
equations that do not preserve the symmetries. Of course, the results in [15] are
important for the raise of the meaningful and reasonable condition (1.7) for the well-
posedness.
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In this paper, we prove the existence of solutions in Sobolev spaces for linearized
equations using a new type of estimate by using some ideas in [20]. Existence for the
linearized equations or some modification are crucially important to any existence
proof for the nonlinear problem by putting the nonlinear problem in some iteration
schemes. In the most general way, it is to linearize the equations with respect to
both the velocity field and the magnetic field. However, it is almost impossible to
get the well-posedness for the linearized system of this type, where many operators
can not be controlled and the relations between the velocity field and the magnetic
field is also destroyed. In order to preserve these important relations, we seek another
way to linearize the equations. Since the magnetic field can be expressed in terms
of the velocity field and the deformation tensors in the Lagrangian coordinates, we
can first solve the equation (1.2) and substitute the magnetic field into the equation
(1.1) to get an equation of the velocity in which the initial magnetic field serves
only as a parameter. Then, we linearize this equation with respect to the position
vector field whose time derivative is the velocity in the Lagrangian coordinates. As
in [20], we project the linearized equation onto an equation in the interior using the
orthogonal projection onto divergence-free vector fields in the L2 inner product, which
removes a difficult term, the differential of linearization of the pressure, and reduces a
higher-order term, the linearization of the free boundary, to an unbounded symmetric
operator on divergence-free vector fields. Thus, the linearized equation turns to an
evolution equation in the interior for this so-called normal operator that is positive
due to the condition (1.7) and leads to energy bounds. Because the operator is time
dependent and nonelliptic, we can not obtain the existence of regular solutions by
standard energy methods or semigroup methods. As practiced in [20], to use Lie
derivatives with respect to divergence-free vector fields tangential at the boundary is
an effective way. The estimates of all derivatives can be got from those of tangential
derivatives, the divergence and the curl. We replace the normal operator by a sequence
of bounded operators converging to it that are still symmetric and positive and have
uniformly estimates in order to get the existence of solutions.
Fluids free boundary problems arising from physical, engineering and medical
models are both important in applications and challenging in PDE theory. Examples
include water waves, evolution of boundaries of stars, vortex sheets, multi-phase flow,
reacting flow, shock waves, biomedical modeling such as tumor growth, cell defor-
mation and etc. The most fundamental and simplest setting is for incompressible
fluids for which the local well-posedness in Sobolev spaces for inviscid irrotational
flow was obtained first in [36, 37] for 2D and 3D, respectively. Substantial progresses
for the cases without the irrotational assumption, finite depth water waves, lower
regularity, uniform estimates with respect to surface tension and etc have been made
in [1–4, 7–9, 12, 17, 22, 27, 30, 31, 38] and etc. For more references, one may refer
to the excellent survey [17]. For compressible inviscid flow, the local-in-time well-
posedness of smooth solutions was established for liquids in [21, 33] (see also [10] for
the zero surface tension limits), the study of the effects of heat-conductivity to fluid
free surface can be found in [24].
However, only few results are available for free boundary problems of MHD equa-
tions. Indeed, magnetic fields are essential in many important physical situations
([11, 29, 39]), for example, solar flares in astrophysics due to the coupling between
magnetic and thermomechanical degrees of freedom for which magnetic reconnection
is thought to be the mechanism responsible for the conversion of magnetic energy
into heat and fluid motion ([11]). Moreover, interface problems in MHD are crucial
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to the theoretical and practical study of producing energy by fusion. In the study
of the ideal MHD free boundary problems, a priori estimates were derived in [15]
with a bounded initial domain homeomorphic to a ball, provided that the size of the
magnetic field to be invariant on the free boundary. A priori estimates for the low
regularity solution of this problem were given in [23] for the bounded domain with
small volume. Ill-posedness was showed in [16] for the two-dimensional problem if the
condition (1.7) was violated. A local existence result was established in [13] for which
the detailed proof is given for an initial flat domain of the form T2×(0, 1), where T2 is
a two-dimensional period box in x1 and x2. The aim of the present paper is to study
the ideal MHD free surface problem with a free surface being a closed curved surface
with large curvature by the geometric approach motivated by [8], [20] and [21]. For
the special case where the magnetic field is zero on the free boundary and in vacuum,
the local existence and uniqueness of the free boundary problem of incompressible
viscous-diffusive MHD flow in three-dimensional space with infinite and finite depth
setting was proved in [18] and [19] where also a local unique solution was obtained for
the free boundary MHD without kinetic viscosity and magnetic diffusivity via zero
kinetic viscosity-magnetic diffusivity limit. The convergence rates of inviscid limits
for the free boundary problems of the three-dimensional incompressible MHD with
or without surface tension was studied in [6], where the magnetic field is constant
on the surface and outside of the unbounded domain. For the incompressible viscous
MHD equations, a free boundary problem in a simply connected domain of R3 was
studied by a linearization technique and the construction of a sequence of successive
approximations in [26] with an irrotational condition for magnetic fields in a part of
the domain. The plasma-vacuum system was investigated in [14] where the a priori
estimates were derived in a bounded domain. The well-posedness of the linearized
plasma-vacuum interface problem in incompressible ideal MHD was studied in [25] in
an unbounded plasma domain. For other related results of MHD equations with free
boundaries or interfaces, one may refer to [5, 28, 32, 34, 35].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the La-
grangian coordinates and reformulate the free boundary problem to a fixed boundary
problem, and then linearize the equation. We project the linearized equation onto
the divergence-free vector fields in Section 3, and derive the lowest-order energy es-
timates in Section 4. In Section 5, we change the linearized problem into the case of
homogeneous initial data and an inhomogeneous term that vanishes to any order as
time tends to zero. Next, we derive the a priori estimates of the linearized equation
with homogeneous initial data in Section 6 including those of tangential derivatives
and the curl. Then, we study a smoothed-out equation according to the normal op-
erator and prove the existence of weak solution of it in Section 7 and the existence
of smooth solutions for the linearized equation in Section 8. We turn to the energy
estimates of the original linearized equation with inhomogeneous initial data and an
inhomogeneous term in Section 9, and give the main result and its proof in Section
10. Finally, some preliminaries about the Lie derivative are given in the appendix.
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2 Lagrangian coordinates and the linearization of
equations
2.1 Lagrangian reformulation
In this section, we introduce the Lagrangian coordinates and reformulate the free
boundary problem to a fixed boundary problem. Lagrangian coordinates x = x(t, y) =
ft(y) are given by
dx
dt
= v(t, x(t, y)), x(0, y) = f0(y), y ∈ Ω.(2.1)
Then ft : Ω→ Ωt is a volume-preserving diffeomorphism because of div v = 0, and the
free boundary becomes fixed in the new y-coordinates. For simplicity, we take f0 is
the identity operator, that is, x(0, y) = y and Ω is just the unit ball. For convenience,
the letters a, b, c, d, e, and f will refer to quantities in the Lagrangian frame, whereas
the letters i, j, k, l,m, and n will refer to ones in the Eulerian frame, e.g., ∂a = ∂/∂y
a
and ∂i = ∂/∂x
i.
Denote
Dt =∂t + v
k∂k, ∂k =
∂
∂xk
=
∂ya
∂xk
∂
∂ya
.(2.2)
Then, we get
Dt
∂xi
∂ya
=
∂Dtx
i
∂ya
=
∂vi
∂ya
=
∂xk
∂ya
∂vi
∂xk
,(2.3)
and
Dt
∂ya
∂xi
=Dt(δ
a
b
∂yb
∂xi
) =
∂xj
∂yb
∂ya
∂xj
Dt
∂yb
∂xi
(2.4)
=
∂ya
∂xj
Dt(
∂xj
∂yb
∂yb
∂xi
)− ∂y
a
∂xj
∂yb
∂xi
Dt
∂xj
∂yb
=− ∂y
a
∂xj
∂yb
∂xi
∂xk
∂yb
∂vj
∂xk
=− ∂y
a
∂xj
∂vj
∂xi
.
From (1.2) and (2.4), we have
Dt
(
Hi
∂ya
∂xi
)
=DtH
i ∂y
a
∂xi
+HiDt
∂ya
∂xi
= Hj∂jv
i ∂y
a
∂xi
−Hi∂ivk ∂y
a
∂xk
= 0,
which yields
Hi(t, x(t, y))
∂ya
∂xi
= Hi(0, x(0, y))
∂ya
∂xi
∣∣∣∣
t=0
= H¯i0(y)δ
a
i = H¯
a
0 (y),
and
Hj(t, x(t, y)) = H¯a0 (y)
∂xj(t, y)
∂ya
,(2.5)
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where H¯a0 (y) = H
a
0 (x(0, y)). Then,
Hk∂kH
i = H¯a0
∂xk
∂ya
∂yc
∂xk
∂c(H¯
b
0
∂xi
∂yb
) = H¯a0 ∂a(H¯
b
0∂bx
i),
For convenience, denote the differential operator
B := Ba(y)
∂
∂ya
, with Ba(y) :=
√
µH¯a0 (y),
then (1.1)-(1.5) can be written as

D2tx
i + ∂iP = B
2xi, in [0, T ]× Ω,
κ := det
(
∂x
∂y
)
= 1, in [0, T ]× Ω,
P = 0, on Γ,
(2.6)
where P = P (t, y) = p(t, x(t, y)), ∂i is thought of as the differential operator in y
given in (2.2) and Dt is the time derivative. The initial conditions read
x|t=0 = y, Dtx|t=0 = v0,(2.7)
satisfying the constraint div v0 = 0. Taking the divergence of (2.6) gives the Laplacian
of P :
∆P = −(∂iDtxk)(∂kDtxi) + ∂i(B2xi).(2.8)
The condition (1.7) turns to be
∇NP 6 −c0 < 0, on Γ,(2.9)
where N is the exterior unit normal to Γt parametrized by x(t, y).
2.2 Linearization
Now, we derive the linearized equations of (2.6). We assume that (x(t, y), P (t, y))
is a given smooth solution of (2.6) satisfying (2.8) for t ∈ [0, T ].
Let δ be a variation with respect to some parameter r in the Lagrangian coordi-
nates:
δ =
∂
∂r
∣∣∣∣
(t,y)=const
.(2.10)
We think of x(t, y) and P (t, y) as depending on r and differentiating with respect to r,
say, x¯(t, y, r) and P¯ (t, y, r) respectively. Namely, (x¯, P¯ )|r=0 = (x, P ). Differentiating
(2.2) and using the formula for the derivative of the inverse of a matrix, δM−1 =
−M−1(δM)M−1, we get the commutator
[δ, ∂i] = −(∂iδxk)∂k.(2.11)
Let
(δx, δP ) =
(
∂x¯
∂r
,
∂P¯
∂r
)∣∣∣∣
r=0
,(2.12)
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which satisfies div δx = 0 and δP |Γ = 0.
From (2.6) and (2.11), we get by noticing [Dt, δ] = 0 and [δ, B] = 0
D2t δx
i =− δ∂iP +B2δxi(2.13)
=(∂iδx
k)∂kP − ∂iδP +B2δxi.
From (2.6) again, we have
∂iP = −D2txi +B2xi = −Dtvi +B2xi,(2.14)
and then
(∂iδx
k)∂kP =∂i(δx
k∂kP )− δxk∂i∂kP(2.15)
=∂i(δx
k∂kP )− δxk∂k(−Dtvi +B2xi)
=∂i(δx
k∂kP ) + δx
k(∂kDtv
i − ∂k(B2xi)).
It follows from (2.13) and (2.15) that
D2t δx
i + ∂iδP − ∂i(δxk∂kP )− δxk(∂kDtvi − ∂k(B2xi))−B2δxi = 0.(2.16)
Now, we introduce new variables. Let
W a =δxi
∂ya
∂xi
, δxi =W b
∂xi
∂yb
, q = δP.(2.17)
And recall
∂i =
∂ya
∂xi
∂a, ∂a =
∂xi
∂ya
∂i.
Let
gab = δij
∂xi
∂ya
∂xj
∂yb
(2.18)
be the metric δij expressed in the Lagrangian coordinates. Let g
ab be the inverse of
gab,
g˙ab = Dtgab =
∂xi
∂ya
∂xk
∂yb
(∂kvi + ∂ivk), and ωab =
∂xi
∂ya
∂xk
∂yb
(∂ivk − ∂kvi)(2.19)
be the time derivatives of the metric and the vorticity in the Lagrangian coordinates,
respectively. It follows that
∂xi
∂ya
∂xk
∂yb
∂kvi =
1
2
(g˙ab − ωab).(2.20)
Multiplying (2.16) by ∂x
i
∂ya and summing over i, we obtain
δil
∂xl
∂ya
D2t δx
i − ∂a(W c∂cP )−W bδil ∂x
l
∂ya
∂bDtv
i + ∂aq
+ δil∂ax
lW d∂d(B
2xi)− δil∂axlB2(W c∂cxi) = 0.(2.21)
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The first term in (2.21) can be written as
δil
∂xl
∂ya
D2t δx
i =δil
∂xl
∂ya
D2t (W
b ∂x
i
∂yb
)
=δil
∂xl
∂ya
Dt(DtW
b ∂x
i
∂yb
+W bDt
∂xi
∂yb
)
=gabD
2
tW
b + 2δil
∂xl
∂ya
DtW
bDt
∂xi
∂yb
+ δil
∂xl
∂ya
W bD2t
∂xi
∂yb
=gabD
2
tW
b + 2
∂xl
∂ya
∂xk
∂yb
∂kvlDtW
b + δil
∂xl
∂ya
W b∂bDtv
i
=gabD
2
tW
b + (g˙ab − ωab)DtW b + ∂x
i
∂ya
W b∂bDtvi.
It follows from (2.21) that
gabD
2
tW
b + (g˙ab − ωab)DtW b − ∂a(W c∂cP ) + ∂aq
+ δil∂ax
lW d∂d(B
2xi)− δil∂axlB2(W c∂cxi) = 0,(2.22)
which yields by acting gda
D2tW
d + gda(g˙ab − ωab)DtW b − gda∂a(W c∂cP ) + gda∂aq
+ gdaδil∂ax
l[W c∂c(B
2xi)−B2(W c∂cxi)] = 0.(2.23)
From (2.21), we see that the energies will include ‖BW‖2. But it is very compli-
cated due to div (BW ) 6= 0. Indeed, we can regard B as a tangential derivative since
B = Ba∂a is independent of time and ∂aB
a = 0. Thus, we can use the Lie derivative
corresponding to B given by
LBW a = BW a − ∂bBaW b,(2.24)
which is divergence-free due to divLBW = ∂a(Bb∂bW a− ∂bBaW b) = 0 if divW = 0.
We also have
LB∂cxi = B∂cxi + ∂cBd∂dxi.(2.25)
For more details and properties of Lie derivatives, one can see Appendix A.
From (2.24), it follows that
L2BW a =LB(BW a − (∂cBa)W c)
=B(BW a − (∂cBa)W c)− (∂cBa)LBW c
=B2W a −Bd∂d∂cBaW c − (∂cBa)BW c − (∂cBa)LBW c
=B2W a −Bc∂c∂dBaW d − (∂cBa)(∂dBcW d)− 2(∂cBa)LBW c
=B2W a − 2(∂cBa)LBW c −W d∂d(BBa),
and then
B2(∂cx
iW c) =∂cx
iB2W c + 2B∂cx
iBW c +B2∂cx
iW c
=∂cx
i(L2BW c + 2(∂dBc)LBW d +W d∂d(BBc))
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+ 2B∂cx
i(LBW c + (∂dBc)W d) +B2∂cxiW c
=∂cx
iL2BW c + 2(∂dBxi)LBW d + ∂cxiW d∂d(BBc)
+ 2B∂cx
i∂dB
cW d +B2∂dx
iW d
=∂cx
iL2BW c + 2(∂cBxi)LBW c +W c∂c(B2xi)
=∂cx
iL2BW c + 2((∂cBb)∂bxi +B∂cxi)LBW c +W c∂c(B2xi).
Hence, we get by (2.25)
gdaδil∂ax
l[W c∂c(B
2xi)−B2(W c∂cxi)]
=− gdaδil∂axl[∂cxiL2BW c + 2(∂cBb∂bxi +B∂cxi)LBW c]
=− L2BW d − 2∂cBdLBW c − 2gdaδil∂axlB∂cxiLBW c
=− L2BW d − 2gdaδil∂axlLB∂cxiLBW c.
We introduce some new notations. Denote
W˙ a(t, y) := DtW
a(t, y), W¨ a := D2tW
a.(2.26)
Since q = δP , one has q|Γ = 0. Thus, from (2.23) and (1.3), we have the following
system
(2.27)


W¨ d − L2BW d + gda∂aq − gda∂a(W c∂cP ) + gda(g˙ab − ωab)W˙ b
− 2gdaδil∂axlLB∂cxiLBW c = 0,
divW = κ−1∂a(κW
a) = 0,
q|Γ = 0,
W |t=0 =W0, W˙ |t=0 =W1,
where divW0 = divW1 = 0.
We can express (2.27) in one equation since q = δP is determined as a functional
of W and W˙ . Thus, we derive an elliptic equation for q.
2.3 The equation of ∆q
In order to get the equation of ∆q, we have to derive div W¨ first. Denote
ua :=
∂ya
∂xi
vi, and ua = gabu
b.
From divW = 0, it follows that div W¨ = 0. Thus, taking the divergence of (2.27), we
have, {
∆q = ∂d
(
gda∂a(W
c∂cP )− gda(g˙ab − ωab)W˙ b + 2gdaδil∂axlLB∂cxiLBW c
)
,
q|Γ = 0,
(2.28)
since divL2BW = 0.
We separate q into four parts:
q =
4∑
i=1
qi,
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where qi’s satisfy the following Dirichlet problems of Poisson equations:

∆q1 = ∆(W
c∂cP ), q1|Γ = 0,
∆q2 = −∂d(gdag˙abW˙ b), q2|Γ = 0,
∆q3 = ∂d(g
daωabW˙
b), q3|Γ = 0,
∆q4 = 2∂d(g
daδil∂ax
lLB∂cxiLBW c), q4|Γ = 0.
Then, we can write (2.27) as
L1W := W¨ − L2BW +AW + G˙W˙ − CW˙ + XLBW = 0,(2.29)
where
AW d := −gda∂a(∂cPW c − q1),(2.30)
G˙W˙ d := gda(g˙abW˙ b + ∂aq2),(2.31)
CW˙ d := gda(ωabW˙ b − ∂aq3),(2.32)
XLBW d := −2gdaδil∂axlLB∂cxiLBW c + gda∂aq4.(2.33)
3 The projection onto divergence-free vector field
In this section, we recall some definitions on the projection onto divergence-free
vector field, one can see [20] for details.
Let P be the orthogonal projection onto divergence-free vector fields in the inner
product
〈W,U〉 =
∫
Ω
gabW
aU bdy.
Then,
PUa =Ua − gab∂bq,
∆q =∂a(g
ab∂bq) = divU = ∂aU
a, q|Γ = 0,
because of gabg
bc = δca and
〈W, (I− P)U〉 =
∫
Ω
gabW
agbc∂cqdy
=
∫
Γ
W aNaqdS −
∫
Ω
qdivWdy = 0, if divW = 0,
where Na is the exterior unit conormal and dS is the surface measure. In addition,
for the function vanishing on the boundary, the projection of its gradient vanishes:
P(gab∂bf) = 0, if f |Γ = 0.
Denote ‖W‖ := 〈W,W 〉1/2. It is clear that
‖PU‖ 6 ‖U‖, ‖(I− P)U‖ 6 ‖U‖.
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The projection is continuous on the Sobolev spaces Hr(Ω) if the metric is sufficiently
regular:
‖PU‖Hr(Ω) 6 Cr‖U‖Hr(Ω).
Furthermore, if the metric also depends smoothly on time t, then
k∑
j=0
‖DjtPU‖Hr(Ω) 6 Cr,k
k∑
j=0
‖DjtU‖Hr(Ω).(3.1)
For functions f vanishing on the boundary, we define operators on divergence-free
vector fields (∂aW
a = 0)
AfW a = P
(−gab∂b(W c∂cf)) .(3.2)
Af is symmetric, i.e., 〈U,AfW 〉 = 〈AfU,W 〉.
Since P is the total pressure, the normal operator A in (2.30) is
A = AP > 0, 〈W,AW 〉 > 0 if ∇NP |Γ 6 0,
which is true in view of the condition (1.7). In fact,
〈W,AW 〉 =
∫
Ω
gabW
bAW ady(3.3)
=−
∫
Ω
gabW
bgad∂d(W
c∂cP − q1)dy
=−
∫
Ω
∂d(W
d(W c∂cP − q1))dy
=−
∫
Γ
NdW
dW c∂cPdS +
∫
Γ
NdW
dq1dS
=−
∫
Γ
NdW
dgac∂cPWadS
=−
∫
Γ
NdW
dγac∂cPWadS −
∫
Γ
NdW
dNaN c∂cPWadS
=−
∫
Γ
|N ·W |2∇NPdS > 0,
due to P = 0 and q1 = 0 on the boundary Γ.
By the definition in (3.2), we have
AfPW a =− gab∂b(W c∂c(fP )) + gab∂bq,
∆q =∆(W c∂c(fP )), q|Γ = 0.
Then, for the divergence-free vector field U , it follows that
〈U,AfPW 〉 =
∫
Ω
gabU
aAfPW bdy
=−
∫
Ω
(Ud∂d(W
c∂c(fP )) + U
d∂dq)dy
=−
∫
Γ
UNW
c∂c(fP )dS
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=−
∫
Γ
UNWN∇N (fP )dS(3.4)
=−
∫
Γ
UNWNf∇NPdS,
since ∇N (fP ) = f∇NP and fP = 0 on the boundary, where UN = NaUa = N · U .
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the identity (3.3), it follows that
|〈U,AfPW 〉| 6 ‖f‖L∞(Γ)
(∫
Γ
|UN |2(−∇NP )dS
)1/2(∫
Γ
|WN |2(−∇NP )dS
)1/2
=‖f‖L∞(Γ)〈U,AU〉1/2〈W,AW 〉1/2.(3.5)
In addition, since P vanishes on the boundary, so does P˙ = DtP , and then we can
define
A˙ = AP˙ , A˙W a = −gab∂b(W c∂cP˙ − q), ∆q = ∆(W c∂cP˙ ), q|Γ = 0,
which satisfies by (3.4)
|〈W, A˙W 〉| =
∣∣∣∣−
∫
Γ
|WN |2∇N P˙ dS
∣∣∣∣ 6
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Γ)
〈W,AW 〉.(3.6)
In fact, A˙ is the time derivatives of the operator A, considered as an operator with
values in the 1-forms.
For 2-forms α, we define bounded projected multiplication operators, as in [20],
given by
MαW a = P(gabαbcW c), ‖MαW‖ 6 ‖α‖L∞(Ω)‖W‖.(3.7)
In particular, the operators in (2.31) and (2.32) are bounded, projected multiplication
operators:
G =Mg, C =Mω, G˙ =Mg˙,(3.8)
for the metric g, the vorticity ω, and the time derivative of the metric g˙.
4 The lowest-order energy estimates
Now, we derive the energy estimates for the linearized equations
L1W = W¨ − L2BW +AW + G˙W˙ − CW˙ + XLBW = F,(4.1)
where F is divergence-free.
We first compute the inner product of (4.1) with W˙ and W . Since
Dt(gabW˙
aW˙ b) = g˙abW˙
aW˙ b + 2gabW˙
aW¨ b,
we get
〈W¨ , W˙ 〉 = 1
2
d
dt
〈W˙ , W˙ 〉 − 1
2
〈W˙ , G˙W˙ 〉,(4.2)
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where G˙ is given by (3.8). From the symmetry of A, it follows
〈AW, W˙ 〉 = 1
2
d
dt
〈AW,W 〉 − 1
2
〈A˙W,W 〉,
where A˙W a = AP˙W a is defined by (3.2) with f = P˙ = DtP . In addition,
1
2
d
dt
〈W,W 〉 = 〈W, W˙ 〉.
Thus,
1
2
d
dt
〈(A+ I)W,W 〉 = 〈(A+ I)W, W˙ 〉+ 1
2
〈A˙W,W 〉.(4.3)
We also have
−〈L2BW, W˙ 〉 =−
∫
Ω
gabL2BW aW˙ bdy(4.4)
=−
∫
Ω
LB(gabLBW aW˙ b)dy +
∫
Ω
gabLBW aLBW˙ bdy
+
∫
Ω
(LBgab)LBW aW˙ bdy
=
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
|LBW |2dy − 1
2
∫
Ω
g˙abLBW aLBW bdy
+
∫
Ω
δil(∂bx
lLB∂axi + LB∂bxl∂axi)LBW aW˙ bdy.
Since q4 = 0 on Γ, it yields
〈XLBW, W˙ 〉 =− 2
∫
Ω
δil∂bx
lLB∂axiLBW aW˙ bdy.
Hence, we can define the energy as
E20(t) = E(t) = 〈W˙ , W˙ 〉+ 〈(A + I)W,W 〉+ 〈LBW,LBW 〉.(4.5)
Then, we have the following energy estimates.
Proposition 4.1. Let
n0(t) =
1
2

1 +
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Γ)
+ 2‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + 2‖∂x‖L∞(Ω)‖LB∂x‖L∞(Ω)

 .
It holds
E0(t) 6 e
∫
t
0
n0(τ)dτ
(
E0(0) +
∫ t
0
‖F (s)‖e−
∫
s
0
n0(τ)dτds
)
.(4.6)
Proof. Due to the antisymmetry of ω, we have 〈CW˙ , W˙ 〉 = 0. Then, we get
1
2
E˙(t) =〈−1
2
G˙W˙ + F, W˙ 〉+ 〈W, W˙ 〉+ 1
2
〈A˙W,W 〉+ 1
2
〈G˙LBW,LBW 〉
+
∫
Ω
δil(LB∂bxl∂axi − ∂bxlLB∂axi)LBW aW˙ bdy.
Thus, we obtain
|E˙0| 6n0(t)E0 + ‖F‖,(4.7)
which yields the desired estimates.
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5 Turning initial data into an inhomogeneous divergence-
free term
In this section, we want to change the initial value problem (4.1) and (2.27), i.e.,
L1W = W¨ − L2BW +AW + G˙W˙ − CW˙ + XLBW = F,(5.1a)
W |t=0 =W0, W˙ |t=0 =W1,(5.1b)
into the case of homogeneous initial data and an inhomogeneous term F that vanishes
to any order as t→ 0. As in [20], we can achieve it by subtracting off a power series
solution in t to (5.1):
W a0r(t, y) =
r+2∑
s=0
ts
s!
W as (y).(5.2)
It is clear that W0r is divergence-free if so does Ws. Here W0 and W1 are the initial
data given in (5.1b), W2 is obtained from (5.1) at t = 0:
W2 = W¨ (0) = F (0) + L2BW0 −A(0)W0 − G˙(0)W1 + C(0)W1 −X (0)LBW0.
The higher-order terms can be obtained by differentiating the equation with respect
to time first and then taking the value at t = 0. Indeed, by doing so, we can obtain
an expression
Dk+2t W =Mk(W,DtW, · · · , Dk+1t W ) +Dkt F,
from which we inductively define
Wk+2 =Mk(W0,W1, · · · ,Wk+1)|t=0 +Dkt F |t=0,
whereMk is some linear operator of order at most 1 and that is all we need to derive.
Next, we calculate the explicit form of Mk as a simple model case, since we will do
similar derivations later on for other operators.
It is convenient to differentiate the corresponding operator with values in 1-forms,
so we denote
L1Wa :=gabL1W
b(5.3)
=gabW¨
b − gabL2BW b + ∂aq − ∂a(∂cPW c) + (g˙ab − ωab)W˙ b
− 2δil∂axlLB∂cxiLBW c = gabF b,
where q is chosen such that the last terms are divergence-free, and afterwards project
the result to the divergence-free vector fields. Denote
qs = Dst q, P
s = DstP, g
s
ab = D
s
t gab, ω
s
ab = D
s
tωab, Fs = D
s
tF.
Applying the differential operator Drt to (5.3) and restricting t to 0, we get
r∑
s=0
∁sr
(
gr−sab W
b
s+2 − gr−sab L2BW bs − ∂a(∂cP r−sW cs )
)
+ ∂aq
r
+
r∑
s=0
∁sr
(
gr−s+1ab − ωr−sab
)
W bs+1
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− 2
r∑
s=0
∁sr
r−s∑
s1=0
∁s1r−sδil∂a(D
r−s−s1
t x
l)LB∂c(Ds1t xi)LBW cs =
r∑
s=0
∁srg
r−s
ab F
b
s .
Then, we need to project all terms onto divergence-free vector fields. Let

AsW d := P(−gda∂a(∂cP sW c)),
GsW d := P(gdagsabW b),
CsW d := P(gdaωsabW b),
XsLBW d := −2P
(
gda
s∑
s1=0
∁s1s δil∂a(D
s−s1
t x
l)LB∂c(Ds1t xi)LBW c
)
.
We have
Wr+2 =−
r−1∑
s=0
∁srGr−sWs+2 +
r∑
s=0
∁sr
(Gr−sL2BWs −Ar−sWs − Gr−s+1Ws+1)
+
r∑
s=0
∁sr (Cr−sWs+1 −Xr−sLBWs + Gr−sFs) ,
which inductively defines Wr+2 from W0,W1, · · · ,Wr+1.
By the definition of W0r in (5.2), it is obvious that
Dst (L1W0r − F )|t=0 = 0 for s 6 r, W0r|t=0 =W0, W˙0r|t=0 =W1.
Thus, we reduces (5.1) to the desired case of vanishing initial data and an inhomoge-
neous term that vanishes to any order r as t→ 0 by replacing W by W −W0r and F
by F − L1W0r.
If the initial data are smooth, as similar as in [20], we can also construct a smooth
approximate solution W˜ that satisfies the equation to all orders as t → 0. We can
realize it by multiplying the k-th term in (5.2) by a smooth cutoff function χ(t/εk)
and summing up the infinite series where χ(s) = 1 for |s| 6 12 and χ(s) = 0 for
|s| > 1. If we take (‖W˜k‖k + 1)εk 6 12 , then the sequence εk > 0 can be chosen so
small that the series converges in Cm([0, T ], Hm) for any m.
6 A priori estimates of the linearized equation with
homogeneous initial data
6.1 The estimates of the one more order derivatives for the
linearized equation
We take the time derivative to (5.3) to get
gab
...
W
b − gabL2BW˙ b − ∂a(W˙ c∂cP )− ωabW¨ b + ∂aq˙
=− 2g˙abW¨ b + g˙abL2BW b + ∂a(W c∂cP˙ )− (g¨ab − ω˙ab)W˙ b
+ 2Dt(δil∂ax
lLB∂cxi)LBW c + 2δil∂axlLB∂cxiLBW˙ c + g˙abF b + gabF˙ b.
Similar to (4.2) and (4.3) it holds
〈 ...W, W¨ 〉 = 1
2
d
dt
〈W¨ , W¨ 〉 − 1
2
〈W¨ , G˙W¨ 〉,
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and
1
2
d
dt
〈AW˙ , W˙ 〉 = 〈AW˙ , W¨ 〉+ 1
2
〈A˙W˙ , W˙ 〉.
In view of (4.4), we have
−〈L2BW˙ , W¨ 〉 =
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
|LBW˙ |2dy − 1
2
∫
Ω
g˙abLBW˙ aLBW˙ bdy
+
∫
Ω
(LBgab)LBW˙ aW¨ bdy.
Let
EDt = E(DtW ) = 〈W¨ , W¨ 〉+ 〈W˙ ,AW˙ 〉+ 〈LBW˙ ,LBW˙ 〉.(6.1)
Then, similarly, from the antisymmetry of ω˙, we have
E˙Dt =2〈F˙ + G˙F, W¨ 〉 − 2〈G¨W˙ , W¨ 〉+ 2〈C˙W˙ , W¨ 〉 − 3〈G˙W¨ , W¨ 〉+ 〈W˙ , A˙W˙ 〉(6.2a)
+ 〈G˙LBW˙ ,LBW˙ 〉+ 4〈Dt(δil∂axlLB∂cxi)LBW c, W¨ a〉(6.2b)
+ 2〈δil(∂axlLB∂cxi − LB∂axl∂cxi)LBW˙ c, W¨ a〉(6.2c)
− 2〈A˙W, W¨ 〉.(6.2d)
Thus, we get
|(6.2c)| 6 2‖∂x‖L∞(Ω)‖LB∂x‖L∞(Ω)EDt .
By Cauchy-Schwartz’ inequalities, we get
|(6.2a)| 6 2(‖F˙‖+ ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω)‖F‖)E1/2Dt + 2(‖g¨‖L∞(Ω) + ‖ω˙‖L∞(Ω))E
1/2
Dt
E0
+

3‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) +
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)

EDt ,
and
|(6.2b)| 6 ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω)EDt + 4‖Dt(δil∂xlLB∂xi)‖L∞(Ω)E0E1/2Dt .
Now, it remainders to deal with the term 〈A˙W, W¨ 〉 in (6.2d). From (3.5), it follows
that
|〈A˙W, W¨ 〉| 6
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Γ)
〈W,AW 〉1/2〈W¨ ,AW¨ 〉1/2.(6.3)
But this does not imply that the norm of A˙ is bounded by the norm of A because
〈W¨ ,AW¨ 〉 is one more order derivative than the considering energies. However, we
have
〈A˙W, W¨ 〉 = d
dt
〈A˙W, W˙ 〉 − 〈A¨W, W˙ 〉 − 〈A˙W˙ , W˙ 〉,
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in which the last two terms can be bounded by EDt and E0. Thus, we have to deal
with this term in an indirect way, by including them in the energies and using (6.3).
Let
DDt = 2〈A˙W, W˙ 〉,
then we get
D˙Dt =2〈A¨W, W˙ 〉+ 2〈A˙W˙ , W˙ 〉+ 2〈A˙W, W¨ 〉,
and
|D˙Dt − 2〈A˙W, W¨ 〉| 6 2
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P¨∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
E0E
1/2
Dt
+ 2
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
EDt ,
|DDt | 6 2
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
E0E
1/2
Dt
.
Denote
n¯1(t) =
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
,
n1(t) =
5
2
‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + 5
2
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
+ ‖∂x‖L∞(Ω)‖LB∂x‖L∞(Ω),
n˜1(t) =‖g¨‖L∞(Ω) + ‖ω˙‖L∞(Ω) + 2‖Dt(δil∂xlLB∂xi)‖L∞(Ω) +
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P¨∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
,
and
f1(t) = ‖F˙‖+ ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω)‖F‖.
Then, we have the following energy estimates.
Proposition 6.1. Let E21(t) = EDt , and
M1(t) =4n¯
2
1(t)E
2
0(t) + 4e
2
∫
t
0
n1(τ)dτ
∫ t
0
(n˜1(τ)E0(τ) + f1(τ))
2 dτ,
it holds for (5.3) with zero initial data
E21(t) 6M1(t) +
∫ t
0
M1(s)e
t−sds.
Proof. From the above argument, we have obtained∣∣∣∣ ddt |EDt +DDt |
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣ ddt (EDt +DDt)
∣∣∣∣
6 2n1(t)|EDt +DDt |+ 2(n˜1(t)E0(t) + f1(t))E1(t),
which yields
|EDt +DDt | 6 2e2
∫
t
0
n1(τ)dτ
∫ t
0
(n˜1(s)E0(s) + f1(s))E1(s)ds.
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Thus,
E21(t) 6 2e
2
∫
t
0
n1(τ)dτ
∫ t
0
(n˜1(s)E0(s) + f1(s))E1(s)ds+ 2n¯1(t)E0E1
6 e2
∫
t
0
n1(τ)dτ
(1
2
e−2
∫
t
0
n1(τ)dτ
∫ t
0
E21(s)ds
+ 2e2
∫
t
0
n1(τ)dτ
∫ t
0
(n˜1(s)E0(s) + f1(s))
2 ds
)
+ 2n¯21(t)E
2
0 +
1
2
E21 ,
and then
E21 (t) 6
∫ t
0
E21(s)ds+M1(t),
which implies the desired result by the Gronwall inequality.
6.2 The more one order energy estimates with respect to LB
We now analyze the higher order energy functional. Let
AB = ABP , GB =MgB , gBab = LBgab,
G˙B =Mg˙B , CB =MωB , ωBab = LBωab.
From (6.14), it follows that
L1LBW d =LBW¨ d − L3BW d +ALBW d + G˙LBW˙ d − CLBW˙ d + XL2BW d
=LBF d − (ABW d + G˙BW˙ d − CBW˙ d + GBW¨ d − GBF d)
+ 2gad(δil∂ax
lLB∂cxi)BLBW c.
As similar as for the lowest-order energies, we define
EB = E(LBW ) = 〈LBW˙ ,LBW˙ 〉+ 〈LBW, (A+ I)LBW 〉+ 〈L2BW,L2BW 〉.
From (4.4), (A.8) and B ·N |Γ = 0, we get
− 〈L3BW,LBW˙ 〉 = −
∫
Ω
gadL3BW dLBW˙ ady
=
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
|L2BW |2dy −
1
2
∫
Ω
g˙abL2BW aL2BW bdy +
∫
Ω
(LBgab)L2BW aLBW˙ bdy.
One has
〈XL2BW, W˙T 〉 = −2
∫
Ω
δil∂ax
lLB∂cxiL2BW cW˙ aT dy.
Thus, by (A.3), we get
− 〈L3BW,LBW˙ 〉+ 〈XL2BW,LBW˙ 〉
=
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
|L2BW |2dy −
1
2
∫
Ω
g˙abL2BW aL2BW bdy
+
∫
Ω
δil(LB∂axl∂cxi − ∂axlLB∂cxi)L2BW aLBW˙ bdy.
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From the antisymmetry of ω˙, one has
E˙B =2〈LBW¨ +ALBW + G˙LBW˙ ,LBW˙ 〉+ 2〈LBW,LBW˙ 〉+Dt〈L2BW,L2BW 〉
− 〈G˙LBW˙ ,LBW˙ 〉+ 〈G˙LBW,LBW 〉+ 〈LBW, A˙LBW 〉+ 〈G˙LBW,ALBW 〉
=2〈L1LBW,LBW˙ 〉+ 2〈C˙LBW˙ ,LBW˙ 〉+ 2〈L3BW,LBW˙ 〉 − 2〈XL2BW,LBW˙ 〉
+ 2〈LBW,LBW˙ 〉+Dt〈L2BW,L2BW 〉 − 〈G˙LBW˙ ,LBW˙ 〉+ 〈G˙LBW,LBW 〉
+ 〈LBW, A˙LBW 〉+ 〈G˙LBW,ALBW 〉
=2〈LBF + GBF,LBW˙ 〉 − 2〈G˙BW˙ ,LBW˙ 〉+ 2〈CBW˙ ,LBW˙ 〉−2〈GBW¨ ,LBW˙ 〉(6.4a)
− 4〈LB(δil∂axlLB∂cxi)LBW c,LBW˙ a〉(6.4b)
− 〈G˙LBW˙ ,LBW˙ 〉+ 〈G˙LBW,LBW 〉+ 〈LBW, A˙LBW 〉+ 〈G˙LBW,ALBW 〉(6.4c)
+
∫
Ω
g˙abL2BW aL2BW bdy + 2〈LBW,LBW˙ 〉(6.4d)
− 2〈ABW,LBW˙ 〉.(6.4e)
Now, we control the term 〈ATW, W˙T 〉. As the same argument as in the estimates
of E1(t), we have to deal with it in an indirect way, by including it in the energies.
Let
DB = 2〈ABW,LBW 〉,
then
D˙B =2〈A˙BW,LBW 〉+ 2〈ABW˙ ,LBW 〉+ 2〈ABW,LBW˙ 〉.
Therefore, we obtain
E˙B + D˙B =(6.26a) + (6.26b) + (6.26f) + (6.26g)(6.5)
+ 2〈A˙BW,LBW 〉+ 2〈ABW˙ ,LBW 〉.
From (3.7), (3.8) and (3.6), it yields
|(6.4a)| 6 2(‖LBF‖+ ‖LBg‖L∞(Ω)‖F‖+ ‖LB g˙‖L∞(Ω)E0
+ ‖LBω‖L∞(Ω)E0 + ‖LBg‖L∞(Ω)E1
)
E
1/2
B ,
|(6.4b)| 6 4‖LB(δil∂xlLB∂xi)‖L∞(Ω)E0E1/2B ,
|(6.4c) + (6.4d)| 6
(
1 + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) +
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
)
EB,
and
|(6.5)| 6 2
(∥∥∥∥∥∇N (BP˙ )∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥E0 +
∥∥∥∥∇N (BP )∇NP
∥∥∥∥E1
)
E
1/2
B .
Let
EB1 := E
1/2
B ,
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and
n¯B1 (t) =
∥∥∥∥∇N (BP )∇NP
∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
E0, n
B
1 (t) =
1
2
(
1 + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) +
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
)
,
n˜B1 (t) =‖LB g˙‖L∞(Ω)E0 + ‖LBω‖L∞(Ω)E0 + ‖LBg‖L∞(Ω)E1
+ 2‖LB(δil∂xlLB∂xi)‖L∞(Ω)E0 +
∥∥∥∥∥∇N (BP˙ )∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥E0 +
∥∥∥∥∇N (BP )∇NP
∥∥∥∥E1,
fB1 (t) =‖LBF‖+ ‖LBg‖L∞(Ω)‖F‖.
Then, we have the following estimates.
Proposition 6.2. Let
MB1 (t) = 2n¯
B
1 (t) + 2
∫ t
0
(n˜B1 (τ) + f
B
1 (τ))dτ,
it holds
EB1 (t) 6 M
B
1 (t) + 2
∫ t
0
nB1 (s)M
B
1 (s) exp
(
2
∫ t
s
nB1 (τ)dτ
)
ds.
Proof. From the above argument, we have obtained
E˙B + D˙B 6 2E
B
1 (f
B
1 + n˜
B
1 + n
B
1 E
B
1 ).
Since EB(0) = DB(0) = 0, the integration over [0, t] in time gives
EB 6 2E
B
1 n¯
B
1 + 2
∫ t
0
EB1 (n
B
1 E
B
1 + n˜
B
1 + f
B
1 )dτ.
Taking the supremum on [0, t] in time and dividing by sup[0,t]E
B
1 , we get
EB1 (t) 6M
B
1 (t) + 2
∫ t
0
nB1 (τ)E
B
1 (τ)dτ.
By the Gronwall inequality, we can obtain the desired estimates.
6.3 Construction of tangential vector fields and the div-curl
decomposition
A basic estimate in the Euclidean coordinates is that derivatives of vector fields can
be estimated by derivatives of the curl, the divergence and the tangential derivatives,
as proved in [20, Lemma 11.1]. But that estimate is not invariant under changes of
coordinates, so we also expect to replace it by an inequality that also holds in the
Lagrangian coordinates. After that we need to derive its higher-order versions as well.
Both the curl and the divergence are invariant, but the other terms are not. There
are two ways to make these terms to be invariant. One is to replace the differentiation
by covariant differentiation as used in [8, 15], and the other is to replace it by Lie
derivatives with respect to tangential vector fields introduced below, as the same as
used in [20]. Both ways result in a lower-order term involving only the norm of the
1-form itself multiplied by a constant relative to the coordinates.
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Definition 6.3. Let c1 be a constant satisfying∑
a,b
(|gab|+ |gab|) 6 c21,
∣∣∣∣∂x∂y
∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣∂y∂x
∣∣∣∣
2
6 c21,
and let K1 denote a continuous function of c1.
Indeed, the bound for the Jacobian of the coordinate and its inverse follows from
the bound for the metric and its inverse, and the bound for the former implies an
equivalent bound for the latter with c21 multiplied by n.
Following [20], we now construct the tangential divergence-free vector fields which
are independent of time and expressed of the form T a(y) ∂∂ya in the Lagrangian coor-
dinates. Due to det(∂x∂y ) = 1, the divergence-free condition reduces to
∂aT
a = 0.
Because Ω is just the unit ball in Rn, the vector fields can be explicitly expressed.
The rotation vector fields ya∂b − yb∂a span the tangent space of the boundary and
are divergence-free in the interior. It is clear that B = Ba∂a belongs to this space.
Moreover, they also span the tangent space of the level sets of the distance function
from the boundary in the Lagrangian coordinates d(y) = dist (y,Γ) = 1−|y| for y 6= 0
away from the origin. We denote this set of vector fields by S0. Thus, B ∈ S0.
We can also construct a finite set of vector fields, as the same as in [20, 21], which
span the tangential space when d > d0 and are compactly supported in the set where
d > d0/2. We denote this set of vector fields by S1. Let S = S0 ∪ S1 denote the
family of space tangential vector fields, and let T = S ∪ {Dt} denote the family of
space-time tangential vector fields.
Let the radial vector field be R = ya∂a. Then, ∂aR
a = n is not 0 but it suffices
for our purposes that it is constant. Let R = S ∪ {R}, which spans the full tangent
space of the space everywhere. Let U = S∪{R}∪{Dt} denote the family of all vector
fields. Note that the radial vector field commutes with the rotations, i.e.,
[R,S] = 0, S ∈ S0.
Furthermore, the commutators of two vector fields in S0 is just another vector field
in S0. For i = 0, 1, let Ri = Si ∪ {R}, Ti = Si ∪ {Dt} and Ui = Ti ∪ {R}.
Now, we recall some estimates as follows.
Lemma 6.4 ([20, Lemma 11.3]). In the Lagrangian frame, with W a = gabW
b, we
have
|LUW | 6K1
(
|curlW |+ |divW |+
∑
S∈S
|LSW |+ [g]1|W |
)
, U ∈ R,(6.6)
|LUW | 6K1
(
|curlW |+ |divW |+
∑
T∈T
|LTW |+ [g]1|W |
)
, U ∈ U ,(6.7)
where [g]1 = 1 + |∂g|. Furthermore,
|∂W | 6 K1
(
|LRW |+
∑
S∈S
|LSW |+ |W |
)
.(6.8)
When d(y) 6 d0, we may replace the sums over S by the sums over S0 and the sum
over T by the sum over T0.
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Next, we recall the higher-order versions of the inequality in last lemma. We need
to apply the lemma to W replaced by LJUW , and the divergence term will vanish in
our applications. We will be able to control the curl of (LJUW )a = LJU (gabW b), which
is different from the curl of (LJUW )a = gabLJUW b, but the difference is lower order
and can be easily controlled. We first introduce some notation.
Definition 6.5. Let β be a function, a 1- or 2-form, or vector field, and let V be any
of our families of vector fields. Set
|β|Vs =
∑
|J|6 s,J∈V
∣∣LJSβ∣∣ ,
[β]Vµ =
∑
s1+···+sk6µ,si> 1
|β|Vs1 · · · |β|Vsk , [β]V0 = 1.
In particular, |β|Rr and |β|Ur are equivalent to
∑
|α|6 r
∣∣∂αy β∣∣ and ∑|α|+k6 r ∣∣Dkt ∂αy β∣∣,
respectively.
Lemma 6.6 ([20, Lemma 11.5]). With the convention that |curlW |V−1 = |divW |V−1
= 0, we have
|W |Rr 6K1
(
|curlW |Rr−1 + |divW |Rr−1 + |W |Sr +
r∑
s=1
|g|Rs |W |Rr−s
)
,
|W |Rr 6K1
r∑
s=1
[g]Rs
(|curlW |Rr−1−s + |divW |Rr−1−s + |W |Sr−s) .
The same inequalities also hold with R replaced by U everywhere and S replaced by
T :
|W |Ur 6K1
(
|curlW |Ur−1 + |divW |Ur−1 + |W |Tr +
r∑
s=1
|g|Us |W |Ur−s
)
,
|W |Ur 6K1
r∑
s=1
[g]Us
(|curlW |Ur−1−s + |divW |Ur−1−s + |W |Tr−s) .
6.4 Commutators between the linearized equation and Lie deriva-
tives with respect to B
In order to get the higher-order energy estimates of tangential derivatives, we first
commute tangential vector fields through the linearized equation.
Let T ∈ T be a tangential vector field, and recall that [LT , Dt] = 0 and that ifW is
divergence-free, then so does LTW . Now, we apply Lie derivatives LIT = LTi1 · · · LTir
with the multi-index I = (i1, · · · , ir) to (5.3).
From (A.5), we have for r = |I|,
LIT (gabW¨ b) =
∑
I1+I2=I
∁|I1|r LI1T gabLI2T W¨ b =: cII1I2LI1T gabLI2T W¨ b,
where we sum over all I1 + I2 = I and c
I
I1I2
= 1 (only for the simplicity of summing
over the repeated indice) in last expression.
From (A.2) and the identity
T (∂cPW
c) =T d∂d(∂cPW
c) = T d∂d∂cPW
c + T d∂cP∂dW
c
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=∂c(T
d∂dP )W
c − (∂cT d)∂dPW c + ∂cPT d∂dW c
=∂c(TP )W
c − ∂cP (∂dT c)W d + ∂cPT d∂dW c
=∂c(TP )W
c + ∂cPLTW c,
one has
LT (∂a(∂cPW c)) =∂aT (∂cPW c) = ∂a(∂c(TP )W c + ∂cPLTW c).
Then we have inductively
LIT (∂a(∂cPW c)) =∂aT I(∂cPW c) = cII1I2∂a(∂c(T I1P )LI2T W c).(6.9)
Hence, we obtain
cII1I2(LI1T gab)LI2T W¨ b − cII1I2(LI1T gab)LI2T L2BW b − cII1I2∂a(∂c(T I1P )LI2T W c)(6.10)
=− ∂aT Iq − cII1I2(LI1T (g˙ab − ωab))LI2T W˙ b + cII1I2(LI1T gab)LI2T F b
+ 2cII1I2(LI1T (δil∂axlLB∂cxi))LI2T LBW c.
Denote
WI =LITW, FI = LITF, PI = T IP, qI = T Iq,
(·)I =LIT (·), gIab = LIT gab, ωIab = LITωab,
and g˙Iab = DtLIT gab = LIT g˙ab, W˙I = DtWI = LIT W˙ , etc. Then, (6.10) can be written
as
cII1I2g
I1
abW¨
b
I2 − cII1I2gI1ab(L2BW )bI2 − cII1I2∂a(∂cPI1W cI2 )
=− ∂aqI − cII1I2(g˙I1ab − ωI1ab)W˙ bI2
+ 2cII1I2(δil∂ax
lLB∂cxi)I1(LBW )cI2 + cII1I2gI1abF bI2 .(6.11)
Next, we project each term onto the divergence-free vector fields and introduce
some new notation for the operators
AIW a = APIW a, GIW a = P(gacgIcbW b),
G˙IW a = P(gacg˙IcbW b), CIW a = P(gacωIcbW b),
(6.12)
and c˜I1I2I = c
I
I1I2
if I2 6= I while c˜I1I2I = 0 if I2 = I. Then, we can write (6.9) as
P(gbaLIT (gacAW c)) = AW bI + c˜I1I2I AI1W bI2 .(6.13)
Thus, we are able to rewrite (6.11) as
L1W
d
I =W¨
d
I − (L2BW )dI +AW dI + G˙W˙ dI − CW˙ dI + X (LBW )dI(6.14)
=F dI − c˜I1I2I (AI1W dI2 + G˙I1W˙ dI2 − CI1W˙ dI2 + GI1W¨ dI2 − GI1F dI2)
+ 2c˜I1I2I g
ad(δil∂ax
lLB∂cxi)I1(LBW )cI2 .
Now, we define higher-order energies. For I ∈ V with |I| = r > 2, let
EI =E(WI) = 〈W˙I , W˙I〉+ 〈WI , (A+ I)WI〉+ 〈LBWI ,LBWI〉.
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For V ∈ {{Dt}, {B},B,S, T ,R,U} where B = {B,Dt}, let
|W |Vs =
∑
|I|6 s, T∈V
∣∣LITW ∣∣ , |W |Vs,B = ∑
|I|6 s, T∈V
∣∣LBLITW ∣∣ ,(6.15)
‖∂q˚‖Vs,∞,P−1 =
∑
|I|=s,T∈V
∥∥∥∥∇NLIT q∇NP
∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
, ‖∂q‖Vs,∞,P−1 =
∑
06 l6 s
‖∂q˚‖Vl,∞,P−1,(6.16)
‖f‖Vs,∞ =
∑
|I|6 s, T∈V
‖LIT f‖L∞(Ω), FVs =
∑
|I|6 s, T∈V
‖FI‖,(6.17)
E˚Vs =
∑
|I|=s, T∈V
√
EI , E
V
s =
∑
06 l6 s
E˚Vl .(6.18)
6.5 The higher-order energy estimates for time and LB deriva-
tives
From (6.14), we have for I ∈ B,
E˙I =2〈W˙I , W¨I +AWI〉+ 〈W˙I , G˙W˙I〉+ 2〈W˙I ,WI〉+ 〈G˙WI , (A+ I)WI〉
+ 〈WI , A˙WI〉+ 〈G˙LBWI ,LBWI〉+ 2〈LBW˙I ,LBWI〉
=2〈W˙I , FI〉 − 〈G˙W˙I , W˙I〉+ 2〈W˙I ,WI〉+ 〈G˙WI , (A+ I)WI〉
+ 〈WI , A˙WI〉+ 〈G˙LBWI ,LBWI〉(6.19)
− 2c˜I1I2I (〈W˙I ,AI1WI2〉+ 〈W˙I , G˙I1W˙I2〉 − 〈W˙I , CI1W˙I2 〉
+ 〈W˙I ,GI1W¨I2 〉 − 〈W˙I ,GI1FI2 〉)(6.20)
+ 4c˜I1I2I 〈W˙ aI , (δil∂axlLB∂cxi)I1 (LBW )cI2 〉(6.21)
+ 2〈LBW˙I ,LBWI〉+ 2〈W˙I , (L2BW )I〉 − 2〈W˙I ,X (LBW )I〉.(6.22)
It is clear that
|(6.19)| 6 2E1/2I ‖FI‖+

1 + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) +
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)

EI ,
and
|(6.21)| 6 4c˜I1I2I ‖(δil∂axlLB∂cxi)I1‖L∞(Ω)E1/2I2 E
1/2
I .
To deal with the term 〈W˙I ,AI1WI2 〉, we introduce
DI = 2c˜
I1I2
I 〈WI ,AI1WI2 〉,
then
D˙I = 2c˜
I1I2
I (〈W˙I ,AI1WI2 〉+ 〈WI ,AI1W˙I2 〉+ 〈WI , A˙I1WI2〉).
Thus,∣∣∣D˙I + (6.20)∣∣∣
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6 2c˜I1I2I

∥∥∥∥∇NPI1∇NP
∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
+
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙I1∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
+ ‖g˙I1‖L∞(Ω) + ‖ωI1‖L∞(Ω)

E1/2I2 E1/2I
+ 2c˜I1I2I ‖gI1‖L∞(Ω)(‖W¨I2‖+ ‖FI2‖)E1/2I ,
where the term ‖W¨I2‖ can be controlled by the energy norm taking one T = Dt.
Since B ·N = 0 on Γ, we get by (A.3),
(6.22) =2
∫
Ω
gabLB(W˙ aI LBW bI )dy + 4
∫
Ω
δil∂ax
lLB∂bxiW˙ aI (LBW b)Idy
=− 2〈(LBgab)W˙ aI ,LBW bI 〉+ 4〈δil∂axlLB∂bxiW˙ aI ,LBW bI 〉
=2〈δil(∂axlLB∂bxi − LB∂axl∂bxi)W˙ aI ,LBW bI 〉.
Then,
|(6.22)| 6 4‖∂x‖L∞(Ω)‖LB∂x‖L∞(Ω)EI .
Therefore,
E˙I + D˙I(6.23)
6 2E
1/2
I (‖FI‖+ c˜I1I2I ‖gI1‖L∞(Ω)(‖W¨I2‖+ ‖FI2‖))
+

1 + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) +
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
+ 4‖δil∂xlLB∂xi‖L∞(Ω)

EI
+ 2c˜I1I2I

∥∥∥∥∇NPI1∇NP
∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
+
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙I1∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
+ ‖g˙I1‖L∞(Ω) + ‖ωI1‖L∞(Ω)


·E1/2I2 E
1/2
I + 4c˜
I1I2
I ‖(δil∂xlLB∂xi)I1‖L∞(Ω)E1/2I2 E
1/2
I .
Noticing that EI(0) = DI(0) = 0, the integration over [0, t] in time implies
EI 6 |DI |+
∫ t
0
(6.23)dτ(6.24)
6 2EI
r−1∑
s=0
∁sr‖∂P ‖˚r−s,∞,P−1E˚Bs +
∫ t
0
(6.23)dτ.
Let
nBr =1 + (2r − 1)‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + 2(r − 1)‖LBg‖L∞(Ω) +
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
+ 4‖δil∂axlLB∂bxi‖L∞(Ω),
n˜Br =
∫ t
0
(‖∂P‖r,∞,P−1 + ‖∂P˙‖r,∞,P−1 + ‖g˙‖Br,∞ + ‖ω‖Br,∞ + ‖g‖Br,∞
+ ‖δil∂axlLB∂cxi‖Br,∞)dτ,
fBr =
∫ t
0
(1 + ‖g‖Br,∞)FBr dτ.
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Taking the supremum on [0, t] in time of (6.24), then summing up the order from 0
to r, and dividing by E¯Br = sup[0,t]E
B
r , we get
E¯Br 6C(sup
[0,t]
‖∂P‖r−1,∞,P−1 + n˜Br )E¯Br−1 + CfBr +
∫ t
0
nBr E¯
B
r dτ.
By the Gronwall inequality, we can obtain the following estimates.
Proposition 6.7. Let
MBr = C
[
(sup
[0,t]
‖∂P‖r−1,∞,P−1 + n˜Br )E¯Br−1 + fBr
]
,
it holds
E¯Br (t) 6M
B
r (t) +
∫ t
0
MBr (s)n
B
r (s) exp
(∫ t
s
nBr (τ)dτ
)
ds.
This is a recursion formula between E¯Br and E¯
B
r−1, thus we can obtain inductively
the estimates of E¯Br and E
B
r since we have proved the estimates of E¯
B
1 = sup[0,t](E0+
E1 + E
B
1 ) in Propositions 4.1, 6.1 and 6.9. Indeed, we have the following:
Proposition 6.8. Assume that x, P ∈ Cr+2([0, T ] × Ω), B ∈ Cr+2(Ω), P |Γ = 0,
∇NP |Γ 6 −c0 < 0, BaNa|Γ = 0 and div V = 0, where V = Dtx. Suppose that W
is a solution of (5.3) where F is divergence-free and vanishing to order r as t → 0.
Then, there is a constant C = C(x, P,B) depending only on the norm of (x, P,B), a
lower bound for c0, and an upper bound for T such that if E
B
s (0) = 0 for s 6 r, then
EBr (t) 6 C
∫ t
0
‖F‖Br dτ, for t ∈ [0, T ].(6.25)
6.6 Estimates for the tangential derivatives
We have got the higher-order time and LB derivatives that are some kinds of
tangential derivatives due to divB = 0 and B · N |Γ = 0, but they do not give the
estimates for all tangential derivatives. Thus, we need to derive the estimates for
tangential derivatives
∑
T∈T |LTW | of W .
Let T ∈ T , WT = LTW , FT = LTF , and similar notation as in (6.12):
AT = ATP , GT =MgT , gTab = LT gab,
G˙T =Mg˙T , CT =MωT , ωTab = LTωab.
Then, from (6.14), it follows that
L1W
d
T =W¨
d
T − LTL2BW d +AW dT + G˙W˙ dT − CW˙ dT + XLTLBW d
=F dT − (ATW d + G˙T W˙ d − CT W˙ d + GT W¨ d − GTF d)
+ 2gad(δil∂ax
lLB∂cxi)TLBW c.
As the arguments in the lowest-order energies, we define
ET = E(WT ) = 〈W˙T , W˙T 〉+ 〈WT , (A+ I)WT 〉+ 〈LBWT ,LBWT 〉.
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From (4.4), (A.8) and B ·N |Γ = 0, we get
− 〈LTL2BW, W˙T 〉 = −
∫
Ω
gadLTL2BW dW˙ aTdy
=−
∫
Ω
gad[LT ,LB ]LBW dW˙ aTdy −
∫
Ω
gadLB[LT ,LB]W dW˙ aTdy
−
∫
Ω
gadL2BW dT W˙ aTdy
=−
∫
Ω
gadL[T,B]LBW dW˙ aT dy −
∫
Ω
gadLBL[T,B]W dW˙ aT dy
+
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
|LBWT |2dy − 1
2
∫
Ω
g˙abLBW aTLBW bTdy +
∫
Ω
(LBgab)LBW aT W˙ bTdy.
One has
〈XLTLBW, W˙T 〉 =− 2
∫
Ω
δil∂ax
lLB∂cxiLTLBW cW˙ aT dy
=− 2
∫
Ω
δil∂ax
lLB∂cxiL[T,B]W cW˙ aT dy
− 2
∫
Ω
δil∂ax
lLB∂cxiLBW cT W˙ aT dy.
Thus, by (A.3), we get
− 〈LTL2BW, W˙T 〉+ 〈XLTLBW, W˙T 〉
=− 2
∫
Ω
gadL[T,B]LBW dW˙ aT dy +
∫
Ω
gadL[[T,B],B]W dW˙ aT dy +
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
|LBWT |2dy
− 1
2
∫
Ω
g˙abLBW aTLBW bTdy − 2
∫
Ω
δil∂ax
lLB∂cxiL[T,B]W cW˙ aT dy
+
∫
Ω
δil(LB∂axl∂cxi − ∂axlLB∂cxi)LBW cT W˙ aT dy.
From the antisymmetry of ω˙, one has
E˙T =2〈W¨T +AWT + G˙W˙T , W˙T 〉+ 2〈WT , W˙T 〉+Dt〈LBWT ,LBWT 〉
− 〈G˙W˙T , W˙T 〉+ 〈G˙WT ,WT 〉+ 〈WT , A˙WT 〉+ 〈G˙WT ,AWT 〉
=2〈L1WT , W˙T 〉+ 2〈C˙W˙T , W˙T 〉+ 2〈LTL2BW, W˙T 〉 − 2〈XLTLBW, W˙T 〉
+ 2〈WT , W˙T 〉+Dt〈LBWT ,LBWT 〉
− 〈G˙W˙T , W˙T 〉+ 〈G˙WT ,WT 〉+ 〈WT , A˙WT 〉+ 〈G˙WT ,AWT 〉
=2〈FT + GTF, W˙T 〉 − 2〈G˙T W˙ , W˙T 〉+ 2〈CT W˙ , W˙T 〉 − 2〈GT W¨ , W˙T 〉(6.26a)
− 4〈(δil∂axlLB∂cxi)TLBW c, W˙ aT 〉
− 2
∫
Ω
δil(LB∂axl∂cxi − ∂axlLB∂cxi)LBW cT W˙ aT dy(6.26b)
+ 4
∫
Ω
δil∂ax
lLB∂cxiL[T,B]W cW˙ aTdy(6.26c)
+ 4
∫
Ω
gadL[T,B]LBW dW˙ aT dy(6.26d)
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− 2
∫
Ω
gadL[[T,B],B]W dW˙ aTdy(6.26e)
− 〈G˙W˙T , W˙T 〉+ 〈G˙WT ,WT 〉+ 〈WT , A˙WT 〉+ 〈G˙WT ,AWT 〉(6.26f)
+
∫
Ω
g˙abLBW aTLBW bT dy + 2〈WT , W˙T 〉(6.26g)
− 2〈ATW, W˙T 〉.(6.26h)
Now, we control the term 〈ATW, W˙T 〉. As the same argument as in the estimates
of E1(t), we have to deal with it in an indirect way, by including it in the energies.
Let
DT = 2〈ATW,WT 〉,
then
D˙T =2〈A˙TW,WT 〉+ 2〈AT W˙ ,WT 〉+ 2〈ATW, W˙T 〉.
Therefore, we obtain
E˙T + D˙T =(6.26a) + (6.26b) + (6.26c) + (6.26d) + (6.26e) + (6.26f) + (6.26g)
+ 2〈A˙TW,WT 〉+ 2〈AT W˙ ,WT 〉.(6.27)
From (3.7), (3.8) and (3.6), it yields
|(6.26a)| 6 2(‖FT ‖+ ‖gT‖L∞(Ω)‖F‖+ ‖g˙T‖L∞(Ω)E0
+ ‖ωT‖L∞(Ω)E0 + ‖gT ‖L∞(Ω)E1
)
E
1/2
T ,
|(6.26b)| 6 4‖(δil∂xlLB∂xi)T ‖L∞(Ω)E0E1/2T + 2‖δil∂xlLB∂xi‖L∞(Ω)ET ,
|(6.26f) + (6.26g)| 6
(
1 + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) +
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
)
ET ,
|(6.27)| 6 2
(∥∥∥∥∥∇NT P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥E0 +
∥∥∥∥∇NTP∇NP
∥∥∥∥E1
)
E
1/2
T ,
|(6.26c)| 6 4‖δil∂xlLB∂xi‖L∞(Ω)‖L[T,B]W‖E1/2T ,
|(6.26e)| 6 2‖g‖L∞(Ω)‖L[[T,B],B]W‖E1/2T ,
and
|(6.26d)| 6 4‖g‖L∞(Ω)‖L[T,B]LBW‖E1/2T .
Since B ∈ S and for T ∈ S,
div [T,B] = ∂b(T
a∂aB
b −Ba∂aT b) = ∂bT a∂aBb − ∂bBa∂aT b = 0,
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we get [T,B] ∈ S. Similarly, [[T,B], B] ∈ S. Thus, from the above estimates and
observation, we see that the energies should include ET for any T ∈ T in order to
deal with the commutators. Thus, we define the energy as
ET1 := E
1/2
T for T ∈ T , ET1 =
∑
T∈T
ET1 .
Let
n¯T1 (t) =
∥∥∥∥∇NTP∇NP
∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
E0,
n1(t) =
1
2
(
1 + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + 3‖g‖L∞(Ω) +
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥
)
+ 2‖δil∂xlLB∂xi‖L∞(Ω),
n˜T1 (t) =‖g˙T ‖L∞(Ω)E0 + ‖ωT‖L∞(Ω)E0 + ‖gT‖L∞(Ω)E1
+ 2‖(δil∂xlLB∂xi)T ‖L∞(Ω)E0 +
∥∥∥∥∥∇NT P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥E0 +
∥∥∥∥∇NTP∇NP
∥∥∥∥E1,
fT1 (t) =‖FT ‖+ ‖gT‖L∞(Ω)‖F‖,
n˜T1 (t) =2
∑
T∈T
sup
[0,t]
n¯T1 + 2
∫ t
0
∑
T∈T
n˜T1 dτ,
fT1 (t) =2
∫ t
0
∑
T∈T
fT1 dτ.
Then, we have the following estimates.
Proposition 6.9. It holds
ET1 6 n˜
T
1 (t) + f
T
1 (t) +
∫ t
0
(
n˜T1 (s) + f
T
1 (s)
)
n1(s) exp
(∫ t
s
n1(τ)dτ
)
ds.
Proof. From the above argument, we have obtained
E˙T + D˙T
6 2ET1
{
‖FT ‖+ ‖gT ‖L∞(Ω)‖F‖+ ‖g˙T ‖L∞(Ω)E0 + ‖ωT‖L∞(Ω)E0 + ‖gT ‖L∞(Ω)E1
+ 2‖(δil∂xlLB∂xi)T ‖L∞(Ω)E0 +
(∥∥∥∥∥∇NT P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥E0 +
∥∥∥∥∇NTP∇NP
∥∥∥∥E1
)
+
1
2
(
1 + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + 3‖g‖L∞(Ω) +
∥∥∥∥∥∇N P˙∇NP
∥∥∥∥∥+ 4‖δil∂xlLB∂xi‖L∞(Ω)
)
ET1
}
.
Since ET (0) = DT (0) = 0, the integration over [0, t] in time gives
ET 6 2E
T
1 n¯
T
1 + 2
∫ t
0
ET1
[
n1E
T
1 + n˜
T
1 + f
T
1
]
dτ.
Taking the supremum on [0, t] in time and dividing by sup[0,t]E
T
1 , we sum over T ∈ T
to get
ET1 6 2
∑
T∈T
sup
[0,t]
n¯T1 + 2
∫ t
0
[
n1E
T
1 +
∑
T∈T
n˜T1
]
dτ + fT1(6.28)
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6
∫ t
0
n1E
T
1 dτ + n˜
T
1 + f
T
1 .
By the Gronwall inequality, we can obtain the desired estimates.
6.7 Estimates for the curl and the full derivatives of the first
order
Now, we will derive the estimates of normal derivatives close to the boundary
by using the estimates of the curl and the estimates of the tangential derivatives in
view of Lemma 6.6. Thus, we have to derive the estimates of the curl and the time
derivatives of the curl. For this reason, we need to use the 1-form of W and W˙ ,
denoted by w and w˙ respectively, i.e.,
wa = gabW
b, w˙a = gabW˙
b,
in which the latter notation is slightly confusing and w˙ is not equal to Dtw, but
we only try to indicate that w˙ is the corresponding 1-form obtained by lowering the
indices of the vector field W˙ .
Let
curlwab = ∂awb − ∂bwa, F a = gabF b.
Since Dtwa = Dt(gabW
b) = g˙abW
b + gabW˙
b, we have
Dtcurlwab =Dt(∂awb − ∂bwa)
=∂a(g˙bcW
c + gbcW˙
c)− ∂b(g˙acW c + gacW˙ c)
=(∂ag˙bc − ∂bg˙ac)W c + g˙bc∂aW c − g˙ac∂bW c + ∂aw˙b − ∂bw˙a
=curl w˙ab + ∂cωabW
c + g˙bc∂aW
c − g˙ac∂bW c
+ [(g˙eb − ωeb)∂a∂cxk − (g˙ea − ωea)∂b∂cxk] ∂y
e
∂xk
W c,(6.29)
since from (2.20) we have 2∂bvi = (g˙cb − ωcb)∂y
c
∂xi and
∂ag˙db − ∂dg˙ab =∂a[∂dxi∂bxk(∂kvi + ∂ivk)]− ∂d[∂axi∂bxk(∂kvi + ∂ivk)]
=∂dx
i∂bx
k∂ax
l∂l∂kvi − ∂axi∂bxk∂dxl∂l∂kvi
+ (∂dx
i∂a∂bx
k − ∂axk∂d∂bxi)(∂kvi + ∂ivk)
=∂dx
i∂ax
k∂b(∂kvi − ∂ivk) + (∂dxi∂a∂bxk + ∂axk∂d∂bxi)(∂kvi − ∂ivk)
+ 2∂dx
i∂a∂bx
k∂ivk − 2∂axk∂d∂bxi∂kvi
=∂bωad + 2(∂dvk∂a∂bx
k − ∂avk∂d∂bxk)
=∂bωad + [(g˙cd − ωcd)∂a∂bxk − (g˙ca − ωca)∂d∂bxk] ∂y
c
∂xk
.
Due to divW = 0, we can get from Lemma 6.4 and (6.29) that
|Dtcurlw| 6 |curl w˙|+ |∂ω| |W |+ 2 |g˙| |∂W |+ (|g˙|+ |ω|)
∣∣∂2x∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∂y∂x
∣∣∣∣ |W |
6 |curl w˙|+K1 |g˙|
(
|curlw|+
∑
S∈S
|LSW |+ [g]1|W |
)
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+
[
|∂ω|+ (|g˙|+ |ω|) ∣∣∂2x∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∂y∂x
∣∣∣∣
]
|W | .
Thus, we have to derive the estimates of curl w˙. From (5.3), we get
Dtw˙a =Dt(gabW˙
b) = g˙abW˙
b + gabW¨
b
=gabL2BW b − ∂aq + ∂a(W c∂cP ) + ωabW˙ b + 2δil∂axlLB∂cxiLBW c + gabF b.
Note that the above equation can be also formulated as
Dtw˙a − gabL2BW b + gab(AW b − CW˙ b + XLBW b) = F a.(6.30)
Then, we have
Dtcurl w˙ad =Dt(∂aw˙d − ∂dw˙a) = ∂aDtw˙d − ∂dDtw˙a
=∂a(gdbL2BW b − ∂dq + ∂d(W c∂cP ) + ωdbW˙ b + 2δil∂dxlLB∂cxiLBW c
+ F d)− ∂d(gabL2BW b − ∂aq + ∂a(W c∂cP )
+ ωabW˙
b + 2δil∂ax
lLB∂cxiLBW c + F a)
=curlL2BW ad + ∂bωdaW˙
b + ωdb∂aW˙
b − ωab∂dW˙ b + curlF ad
+ 2δil∂dx
l∂a(LB∂cxiLBW c)− 2δil∂axl∂d(LB∂cxiLBW c),(6.31)
where we have used the identity ∂aωdb − ∂dωab = ∂bωda which can be verified by
(2.19). In fact,
∂aωdb − ∂dωab =∂a[∂dxi∂bxk(∂ivk − ∂kvi)]− ∂d[∂axi∂bxk(∂ivk − ∂kvi)]
=∂dx
i∂a∂bx
k(∂ivk − ∂kvi)− ∂axi∂d∂bxk(∂ivk − ∂kvi)
+ ∂dx
i∂bx
k∂a(∂ivk − ∂kvi)− ∂axi∂bxk∂d(∂ivk − ∂kvi)
=∂b[(∂dx
i∂ax
k)(∂ivk − ∂kvi)]− (∂dxi∂axk)∂bxl∂l(∂ivk − ∂kvi)
+ ∂dx
i∂bx
k∂ax
l∂l(∂ivk − ∂kvi)− ∂axi∂bxk∂dxl∂l(∂ivk − ∂kvi)
=∂bωda − ∂l∂ivk(∂dxi∂axk∂bxl − ∂dxi∂bxk∂axl + ∂axi∂bxk∂dxl)
+ ∂l∂kvi(∂dx
i∂ax
k∂bx
l − ∂dxi∂bxk∂axl + ∂axi∂bxk∂dxl)
=∂bωda − ∂l∂ivk∂dxi∂axk∂bxl + ∂l∂kvi∂axi∂bxk∂dxl
=∂bωda.
From (A.5), we get
L2BW a =geaL
2
BW
e = L2Bwa − 2L2BgeaW e − LBgeaLBW e,
and then
curlL2BW ad =curlL
2
Bwad − 2[∂a(L2BgedW e)− ∂d(L2BgeaW e)]
− [∂a(LBgedLBW e)− ∂d(LBgeaLBW e)]
=curlL2Bwad − 2(curlL2Bge·)adW e − 2[L2Bged∂aW e − L2Bgea∂dW e]
− (curlLBge·)adLBW e − [LBged∂aLBW e − LBgea∂dLBW e].(6.32)
From (6.31) and (6.32), it follows that
Dtcurl w˙ad =curlL2Bwad − 2(curlL2Bge·)adW e − (curlLBge·)adLBW e + ∂bωdaW˙ b
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− 2[L2Bged∂aW e − L2Bgea∂dW e] + [ωdb∂aW˙ b − ωab∂dW˙ b]
+ 2∂cB
b[∂agdb − ∂dgab]LBW c + 2[gdb∂a∂cBb − gab∂d∂cBb]LBW c
+ 2[δil∂dx
l∂aB∂cx
i − δil∂axl∂dB∂cxi]LBW c
− [LBgcd∂aLBW c − LBgca∂dLBW c]
+ 2∂cB
b[gdb∂aLBW c − gab∂dLBW c]
+ 2δilB∂cx
i[∂dx
l∂aLBW c − ∂axl∂dLBW c] + curlF ad.(6.33)
With the help of (A.11) and (A.7), we have
〈curlL2BW, curl w˙〉
=
∫
Ω
gabgcdcurlL2BW adcurl w˙bcdy
=− 1
2
Dt〈curlLBw, curlLBw〉+
∫
Ω
g˙abgcdcurlLBwadcurlLBwbcdy
− 2
∫
Ω
(LBgab)gcdcurlLBwadcurl w˙bcdy
−
∫
Ω
gabgcdcurlLBwadLB
{
∂eωcbW
e + g˙be∂cW
e − g˙ce∂bW e
+ [(g˙eb − ωeb)∂c∂fxk − (g˙ec − ωec)∂b∂fxk] ∂y
e
∂xk
W f
}
dy
−
∫
Ω
gabgcd
{
2(curlL2Bge·)adW e + 2[L2Bged∂aW e − L2Bgea∂dW e]
+ (curlLBge·)adLBW e + [LBged∂aLBW e − LBgea∂dLBW e]
}
curl w˙bcdy.
Let
Ecurl (t) = 〈curlw, curlw〉 + 〈curl w˙, curl w˙〉+ 〈curlLBw, curlLBw〉.
Taking the inner product of (6.33) with curl w˙, we obtain, with the help of (A.9),
that
1
2
d
dt
Ecurl (t) 6 (2‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖LBg‖L∞(Ω))Ecurl
+ E
1/2
curl [‖LB∂ω‖L∞(Ω) + ‖∂ω‖L∞(Ω)]E0
+ E
1/2
curl [‖LB g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω)]
· [‖∂W‖+ ‖∂LBW‖+ ‖∂2B‖L∞(Ω)E0]
+ E
1/2
curl [‖LB g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖LBω‖L∞(Ω)]‖∂2x‖L∞(Ω)‖
∂y
∂x
‖L∞(Ω)E0
+ E
1/2
curl [‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖ω‖L∞(Ω)]
[‖LB∂2x‖L∞(Ω)‖∂y
∂x
‖L∞(Ω)
+ ‖∂2x‖L∞(Ω)‖LB ∂y
∂x
‖L∞(Ω) + 2‖∂2x‖L∞(Ω)‖∂y
∂x
‖L∞(Ω)
]
E0
+ E
1/2
curl [2‖curlL2Bg‖L∞(Ω) + ‖curlLBg‖L∞(Ω)]E0
+ E
1/2
curl [4‖L2Bg‖L∞(Ω)‖∂W‖+ 2‖LBg‖L∞(Ω)‖∂LBW‖]
+ 4E
1/2
curl [‖δil∂dxl∂a(B∂cxi) + ∂a(gdb∂cBb)‖L∞(Ω)E0
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+ ‖δil∂dxlB∂cxi + gdb∂cBb‖L∞(Ω)‖∂LBW‖]
+ 2E
1/2
curl ‖ω‖L∞(Ω)‖∂W˙‖+ E1/2curl ‖curlF‖.(6.34)
From (6.8) and (6.6), it follows that
‖∂W‖ 6K1
(
‖curlw‖+
∑
S∈S
‖LSW‖+ ‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω)‖W‖
)
6K1‖curlw‖ +K1ES1 + ‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω)E0,(6.35)
‖∂W˙‖ 6K1
(
‖curl w˙‖+
∑
S∈S
‖LSW˙‖+ ‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω)‖W˙‖
)
6K1‖curl w˙‖+K1ES1 + ‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω)E0.(6.36)
Then, from
LBW a = gabLBW b = LBwa − (LBgab)W b,
we have
‖∂LBW‖ 6K1
(
‖curlLBW‖+
∑
S∈S
‖[LS ,LB ]W‖+ ES1 + ‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω)E0
)
6K1
(
‖curlLBw‖ + (‖B‖S1 + ‖LBg‖L∞(Ω))‖curlw‖+ ES1
+ (‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω) + ‖∂LBg‖L∞(Ω))E0
)
.(6.37)
Combining (6.34), (6.35), (6.36) and (6.37), we obtain
d
dt
(E
1/2
curl (t)) 6n1,curl (E
1/2
curl + E
S
1 ) + n˜1,curlE0 + ‖curlF‖,
where
n1,curl =K1(1 + ‖B‖S1 + ‖LBg‖L∞(Ω))
(
‖LB g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω)
+ ‖L2Bg‖L∞(Ω) + ‖LBg‖L∞(Ω) + ‖δil∂dxlB∂cxi
+ gdb∂cB
b‖L∞(Ω) + ‖ω‖L∞(Ω)
)
,
n˜1,curl =n1,curl (‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω) + ‖∂LBg‖L∞(Ω))
+K1
(
‖LB∂ω‖L∞(Ω) + ‖∂ω‖L∞(Ω) + [‖LB g˙‖L∞(Ω)
+ ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω)]‖∂2B‖L∞(Ω)
+ [‖LB g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖LBω‖L∞(Ω)]‖∂2x‖L∞(Ω)
∥∥∥∥∂y∂x
∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
+ [‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖ω‖L∞(Ω)]
[
‖LB∂2x‖L∞(Ω)
∥∥∥∥∂y∂x
∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
+ ‖∂2x‖L∞(Ω)
∥∥∥∥LB ∂y∂x
∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
+ 2‖∂2x‖L∞(Ω)
∥∥∥∥∂y∂x
∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
]
+ ‖curlL2Bg‖L∞(Ω) + ‖curlLBg‖L∞(Ω)
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+ ‖δil∂dxl∂a(B∂cxi) + ∂a(gdb∂cBb)‖L∞(Ω)
)
.
Due to Ecurl (0) = 0, the integration over [0, t] in time gives
E
1/2
curl (t) 6
∫ t
0
[n1,curl (E
1/2
curl + E
S
1 ) + n˜1,curlE0 + ‖curlF‖]dτ.(6.38)
From (6.28) and (6.38), we have
ES1 + E
1/2
curl 6
∫ t
0
(n1,curl + n
S
1 + n¯1,curl )(E
1/2
curl + E
S
1 )dτ + f˜1,
where
n¯1,curl =K1‖g‖L∞(Ω)‖B‖S1 (1 + ‖B‖S1 + ‖B‖W 1,∞(Ω) + ‖δil∂xlB∂xi‖L∞(Ω)),
f˜1 =n˜
S
1 +
∫ t
0
(n˜1,curl + n¯1,curl ‖curlLBg‖L∞(Ω))E0dτ
+ 2
∫ t
0
[∑
T∈S
fT1 + ‖curlF‖
]
dτ.
Therefore, by the Gronwall inequality, we have obtained the following estimates for
both the first order tangential derivatives and the curl.
Proposition 6.10. It holds
ES1 (t) + E
1/2
curl (t) 6 f˜1(t) +
∫ t
0
f˜1(s)
(
n1,curl (s) + n
S
1 (s) + n¯1,curl (s)
)
· exp
(∫ t
s
(n1,curl (τ) + n
S
1 (τ) + n¯1,curl (τ))dτ
)
ds.
Remark 6.11. By Lemma 6.4, we have the estimates for the first-order derivative of
W .
6.8 The higher-order estimates for the curl and the normal
derivatives
Now, we need to get the equations for the curl of higher order derivatives. Since
the Lie derivative commutes with Dt and the curl, applying LJU to (6.33) and (6.29)
gives
DtcurlLJU w˙ad =curlLJUL2Bwad + curlLJUF ad − 2cJ1J2(curlLJ1U L2Bge·)adLJ2U W e
− cJ1J2(curlLJ1U LBge·)adLJ2U LBW e + cJ1J2LJ1U ∂bωdaLJ2U W˙ b
− 2cJ1J2 [LJ1U L2Bged[LJ2U , ∂a]W e − LJ1U L2Bgea[LJ2U , ∂d]W e]
− 2cJ1J2 [LJ1U L2Bged∂aLJ2U W e − LJ1U L2Bgea∂dLJ2U W e]
+ cJ1J2 [LJ1U ωdb[LJ2U , ∂a]W˙ b − LJ1U ωab[LJ2U , ∂d]W˙ b]
+ cJ1J2 [LJ1U ωdb∂aLJ2U W˙ b − LJ1U ωab∂dLJ2U W˙ b]
+ 2cJ1J2LJ1U [∂cBb(∂agdb − ∂dgab)]LJ2U LBW c
+ 2cJ1J2LJ1U [gdb∂a∂cBb − gab∂d∂cBb]LJ2U LBW c
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+ 2cJ1J2LJ1U [δil∂dxl∂aB∂cxi − δil∂axl∂dB∂cxi]LJ2U LBW c
− cJ1J2 [LJ1U LBgcd[LJ2U , ∂a]LBW c − LJ1U LBgca[LJ2U , ∂d]LBW c]
− cJ1J2 [LJ1U LBgcd∂aLJ2U LBW c − LJ1U LBgca∂dLJ2U LBW c]
+ 2cJ1J2δil[LJ1U (B∂cxi∂dxl)[LJ2U , ∂a]LBW c
− LJ1U (B∂cxi∂axl)[LJ2U , ∂d]LBW c]
+ 2cJ1J2δil[LJ1U (B∂cxi∂dxl)∂aLJ2U LBW c
− LJ1U (B∂cxi∂axl)∂dLJ2U LBW c]
+ 2cJ1J2 [LJ1U (gdb∂cBb)[LJ2U , ∂a]LBW c
− LJ1U (gab∂cBb)[LJ2U , ∂d]LBW c]
+ 2cJ1J2 [LJ1U (gdb∂cBb)∂aLJ2U LBW c
− LJ1U (gab∂cBb)∂dLJ2U LBW c],(6.39)
and
DtcurlLJUwab =curlLJU w˙ab + cJ1J2LJ1U ∂cωabLJ2U W c
+ cJ1J2(LJ1U g˙bc[LJ2U , ∂a]W c − LJ1U g˙ac[LJ2U , ∂b]W c)
+ cJ1J2(LJ1U g˙bc∂aLJ2U W c − LJ1U g˙ac∂bLJ2U W c)
+ cJ1J2LJ1U
{
[(g˙eb − ωeb)∂a∂cxk − (g˙ea − ωea)∂b∂cxk] ∂y
e
∂xk
}
LJ2U W c.(6.40)
At this point, we have to derive the commutator [LJU , ∂]. If |J | = 1, it is just the
identity (A.9). For |J | > 2, we have the following identity.
Lemma 6.12. For |J | = r > 1 and |Jr| = 1, it holds
[LJ−JrU LJrU , ∂a]W b =W cLJ−JrU ∂c∂aU bJr +
∑
J=I1+I2+I3
|I3|=1
sgn(|I1|)LI1UW cLI2U ∂c∂aU bI3 .
(6.41)
Proof. For r = 1, it follows from (A.4)
[LU , ∂a]W b = ∂c∂aU bW c.(6.42)
For r > 2, we prove it by induction argument. For r = 2, we have
[LU1LU2 , ∂a]W b =LU1 [LU2 , ∂a]W b + [LU1 , ∂a]LU2W b
=LU1(W d∂d∂aU b2) + (LU2W d)∂d∂aU b1
=(LU1W d)∂d∂aU b2 + (LU2W d)∂d∂aU b1 +W dLU1∂d∂aU b2 ,
which satisfies (6.41).
Now, we assume that (6.41) holds for r = s. Then, we derive the case r = s+ 1.
For |J | = s+ 1 and |Jr| = 1, one gets by using (A.9)
[LJ−Js+1U LJs+1U , ∂a]W b
=LJ−Js+1U [LJs+1U , ∂a]W b + [LJ−Js+1U , ∂a]LJs+1U W b
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=LJ−Js+1U (W d∂d∂aU bJs+1) + L
Js+1
U W
dLJ−Js−Js+1U ∂d∂aU bJs
+
∑
J−Js+1=J1+J2+J3
|J1|> 1, |J3|=1
LJ1U LJs+1U W dLJ2U ∂d∂aU bJ3
=
∑
J−Js+1=J1+J2
LJ1U W dLJ2U ∂d∂aU bJs+1 + L
Js+1
U W
dLJ−Js−Js+1U ∂d∂aU bJs
+
∑
J−Js+1=J1+J2+J3
|J1|> 1, |J3|=1
LJ1U LJs+1U W dLJ2U ∂d∂aU bJ3
=W dLJ−Js+1U ∂d∂aU bJs+1 +
∑
J=J1+J2+J3
|J1|> 1, |J3|=1
LJ1U W dLJ2U ∂d∂aU bJ3 ,
which is of the form in (6.41) with r = s + 1. Thus, we proved the identity by
induction.
For U ∈ U and |J | = r − 1, let
Er−1,curl (t) =〈curlLJUw, curlLJUw〉+ 〈curlLJU w˙, curlLJU w˙〉
+ 〈curlLBLJUw, curlLBLJUw〉.
Then, from (6.40) it follows
1
2
d
dt
Er,curl (t)
=
∫
Ω
g˙abgcd(curlLJUwadcurlLJUwbc + curlLJU w˙adcurlLJU w˙bc
+ curlLBLJUwadcurlLBLJUwbc)dy
−
∫
Ω
LB(gabgcd)curlLBLJUwadcurlLJU w˙bcdy
+ 〈curlLJU w˙, curlLJUw〉+ 〈curlLJU w˙,DtcurlLJU w˙ − curlL2BLJUw〉
+
〈
curlLJUw, cJ1J2
(
LJ1U ∂cωabLJ2U W c + (LJ1U g˙bc[LJ2U , ∂a]W c − LJ1U g˙ac[LJ2U , ∂b]W c)
+ (LJ1U g˙bc∂aLJ2U W c − LJ1U g˙ac∂bLJ2U W c)
+ LJ1U
{
[(g˙eb − ωeb)∂a∂cxk − (g˙ea − ωea)∂b∂cxk] ∂y
e
∂xk
}
LJ2U W c
)〉
+
〈
curlLBLJUw, cJ1J2LB
(
LJ1U ∂cωabLJ2U W c + (LJ1U g˙bc[LJ2U , ∂a]W c
− LJ1U g˙ac[LJ2U , ∂b]W c) + (LJ1U g˙bc∂aLJ2U W c − LJ1U g˙ac∂bLJ2U W c)
+ LJ1U
{
[(g˙eb − ωeb)∂a∂cxk − (g˙ea − ωea)∂b∂cxk] ∂y
e
∂xk
}
LJ2U W c
)〉
.
Thus, by (6.39) and Lemma 6.4, we get
d
dt
E
1/2
r−1,curl (t)
6 (1 + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖LBg‖L∞(Ω))E1/2r,curl + ‖curlLJUF‖
+ ‖curl [LJU ,L2B]w‖ + CcJ1J2
(
‖curlLJ1U L2Bg‖L∞(Ω)‖LJ2U W‖(6.43)
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+ ‖LJ1U ∂ω‖L∞(Ω)‖LJ2U W˙‖+ ‖curlLJ1U LBg‖L∞(Ω)(‖LBLJ2U W‖
+K1c˜
J21J22
J2
[‖BJ21‖L∞(Ω)(‖curlWJ22‖+
∑
S∈S
‖LSWJ22‖) + ‖WJ22‖(6.44)
· (‖curlBJ21‖L∞(Ω) +
∑
S∈S
‖LSBJ21‖L∞(Ω) + ‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω)‖BJ21‖L∞(Ω))])
+ (‖LJ1U L2Bg‖L∞(Ω) + ‖LJ1U g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖LBLJ1U g˙‖L∞(Ω))
· (‖[LJ2U , ∂]W‖+K1(‖curlLJ2U W‖+
∑
S∈S
‖LSLJ2U W‖(6.45)
+ ‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω)‖LJ2U W‖)) + ‖LJ1U ω‖L∞(Ω)(‖[LJ2U , ∂]W˙‖+K1(‖curlLJ2U W˙‖(6.46)
+
∑
S∈S
‖LSLJ2U W˙‖+ ‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω)‖LJ2U W˙‖))
+ [‖LJ1U [∂Bb(∂agdb − ∂dgab) + gdb∂a∂Bb − gab∂d∂Bb]‖L∞(Ω)
+ ‖LJ1U [δil∂dxl∂aB∂cxi − δil∂axl∂dB∂cxi]‖L∞(Ω)](‖LBLJ2U W‖
+K1c˜
J21J22
J2
[‖BJ21‖L∞(Ω)(‖curlWJ22‖+
∑
S∈S
‖LSWJ22‖) + (‖curlBJ21‖L∞(Ω)
+
∑
S∈S
‖LSBJ21‖L∞(Ω) + ‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω)‖BJ21‖L∞(Ω))‖WJ22‖])
+ (‖LJ1U LBg‖L∞(Ω) + ‖δilLJ1U (B∂xi∂xl)‖L∞(Ω) + ‖LJ1U (gdb∂cBb)‖L∞(Ω))
· (‖[LJ2U , ∂]LBW‖+K1(‖curlLJ2U LBW‖+
∑
S∈S
‖LSLJ2U LBW‖(6.47)
+ ‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω)(‖LBLJ2U W‖+K1c˜J21J22J2 [‖BJ21‖L∞(Ω)(‖curlWJ22‖
+
∑
S∈S
‖LSWJ22‖) + (‖curlBJ21‖L∞(Ω) +
∑
S∈S
‖LSBJ21‖L∞(Ω)
+ ‖[g]1‖L∞(Ω)‖BJ21‖L∞(Ω))‖WJ22‖])))
+ (‖LJ1U ∂ω‖L∞(Ω) + ‖LBLJ1U ∂ω‖L∞(Ω))(‖LJ2U W‖+ ‖LBLJ2U W‖)
+ ‖LJ1U
{
[(g˙eb − ωeb)∂a∂cxk − (g˙ea − ωea)∂b∂xk] ∂y
e
∂xk
}
‖L∞(Ω)
· (‖LJ2U W‖+ ‖LBLJ2U W‖) + ‖LJ2U W‖
·
∥∥∥∥LBLJ1U {[(g˙eb − ωeb)∂a∂cxk − (g˙ea − ωea)∂b∂xk] ∂ye∂xk
}∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
)
.
We first consider the term |curl [LIU ,L2B]w| in the line labeled (6.43). It holds
[LIU ,L2B ]wa =[LIU ,LB]LBwa + LB[LIU ,LB]wa
=c˜I1I2I [B
b
I1∂bLI2U LBwa + (∂aBcI1)LI2U LBwc
+ LB[BbI1∂bLI2U wa + (∂aBcI1)LI2U wc]]
=c˜I1I2I [B
b
I1∂bLI2U LBwa + (∂aBcI1)LI2U LBwc + LBBbI1∂bLI2U wa
+ BbI1LB∂bLI2U wa + LB(∂aBcI1)LI2U wc + (∂aBcI1)LBLI2U wc],
which yields
(curl [LIU ,L2B]w)
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=c˜I1I2I [∂aB
b
I1∂bLI2U LBwd − ∂dBbI1∂bLI2U LBwa +BbI1∂b(curlLI2U LBw)ad
+ (∂dB
c
I1)∂a(LI2U LBwc + LBLI2U wc)− (∂aBcI1)∂d(LI2U LBwc + LBLI2U wc)
+ ∂aLBBbI1∂bLI2U wd − ∂dLBBbI1∂bLI2U wa + ∂aBbI1LB∂bLI2U wd − ∂dBbI1LB∂bLI2U wa
+ LBBbI1∂b(curlLI2U w)ad +BbI1∂aLB∂bLI2U wd −BbI1∂dLB∂bLI2U wa
+ (∂aLB∂dBcI1 − ∂dLB∂aBcI1)LI2U wc + (LB∂dBcI1)∂aLI2U wc − (LB∂aBcI1)∂dLI2U wc].
Since
[LB, ∂a]wb = −∂a∂bBcwc,
one gets ∣∣curl [LIU ,L2B ]w∣∣
6K1c˜
I1I2
I [|∂BI1 | (|∂LI2U LBw|+ |∂LBLI2U w|+ |∂2B||LI2U w|)
+ |BI1 ||∂(curlLI2U LBw)| + |LBBI1 ||∂(curlLI2U w)|+ |BI1 |(|∂2LBLI2U w|
+ |∂3B||LI2U w| + |∂2B||∂LI2U w|) + (|∂LBBI1 |+ |∂2B||BI1 |)|∂LI2U w|
+ (|∂2LBBI1 |+ |∂3B||BI1 |+ |∂2B||∂BI1 |)|LI2U w|].
Due to
LJUwa = LJU (gabW b) = gabLJUW b + c˜JJ1J2gJ1abLJ2U W b, gJab = LJUgab,
where the sum is over all J1 + J2 = J , and c˜
J
J1J2
= 1 for |J2| < |J |, and c˜JJ1J2 = 0 for|J2| = |J |, from Lemma 6.4, it follows that
|LI2U w| 6 |g||LI2UW |+ c˜I2I21I22 |gI21 ||LI22U W |,
|∂LI2U w| 6 |∂g||LI2UW |+ |g||∂LI2UW |+ c˜I2I21I22 |∂gI21 ||LI22U W |+ c˜I2I21I22 |gI21 ||∂LI22U W |
6K1[|g|+ |∂g|]
(
|curlLI2UW |+
∑
S∈S
|LSLI2UW |+ [g]1|LI2UW |
)
+K1c˜
I2
I21I22
[|gI21 |+ |∂gI21 |]
(
|curlLI22U W |+
∑
S∈S
|LSLI22U W |+ [g]1|LI22U W |
)
,
and
|∂LI2U LBwa| =|∂LI2U (LBgabW b + gabLBW b)|
6 c˜I2I21I22(|∂LI21U LBg||LI22U W |+ |LI21U LBg||∂LI22U W |
+ |∂LI21U g||LI22U LBW |+ |LI21U g||∂LI22U LBW |)
6K1c˜
I2
I21I22
(|LI21U LBg|+ |∂LI21U LBg|)
·
(
|curlLI22U W |+
∑
S∈S
|LSLI22U W |+ [g]1|LI22U W |
)
+K1c˜
I2
I21I22
(|LI21U g|+ |∂LI21U g|)
(
|curlLI22U LBW |+
∑
S∈S
|LSLI22U W |
+ [g]1c˜
I22
I221I222
[
|LI221U B|
(
|curlLI222U W |+
∑
S∈S
|LSLI222U W |+ [g]1|LI222U W |
)
+
(
|curlLI221U B|+
∑
S∈S
|LSLI221U B|
)
|LI222U W |
])
,
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since ∣∣[LIT ,LB ]W ∣∣ 6 c˜I1I2I [|BI1 | |∂WI2 |+ |∂BI1 | |WI2 |](6.48)
6 c˜I1I2I K1
[
|BI1 |
(∑
S∈R
|LSWI2 |+ |WI2 |
)
+ |∂BI1 | |WI2 |
]
.
Now, we have to express the term, like |curlWI | = |curlLIUW | in the above in-
equality and in the line labeled (6.44) and other lines, in term of w. By Lemma 6.4,
we have
|curlLIUW a| = |curl gabL
I
UW
b|
6 |curlLIUwa|+ c˜II1I2 |curl (gI1abLI2UW b)|
6 |curlLIUwa|+ c˜II1I2 |∂d(gI1abLI2U W b)− ∂a(gI1dbLI2UW b)|
6 |curlLIUwa|+ 2c˜II1I2(|∂gI1 ||LI2U W |+ |gI1 ||∂LI2UW |)
6 |curlLIUwa|+K1c˜II1I2(|∂gI1 |+ |gI1 |)
(
|curlLI2UW |+
∑
S∈S
|LSLI2UW |+ [g]1|LI2U W |
)
.
The term |curlLIULBW | in (6.47) can be estimated as a similar argument as above by
regarding B as a tangential vector field of form U . By (6.41), for the term [LJ2U , ∂]W
in (6.45), we get
|[LJ2U , ∂]W | 6 |W ||L
J2−J2,|J2|
U ∂
2UJ2,|J2| |+
∑
J2=I1+I2+I3
|I3|=1
sgn(|I1|)|LI2U ∂2UI3 ||LI1UW |,
and a similar estimate holds for the term [LJ2U , ∂]W˙ in (6.46). Similarly, for the term
[LJ2U , ∂]LBW in (6.47), we have with the help of (6.48)
|[LJ2U , ∂]LBW | 6 |LBW ||L
J2−J2,|J2|
U ∂
2UJ2,|J2| |+
∑
J2=I1+I2+I3
|I3|=1
sgn(|I1|)|LI2U ∂2UI3 |
·
[
|LBLI1UW |+K1c˜I11I12I |BI11 |
(
|curlWI12 |+
∑
S∈S
|LSWI12 |+ [g]1|WI12 |
)
+
(
|curlBI11 |+
∑
S∈S
|LSBI11 |
)
|WI12 |
]
.
For the term |LSLJ2U LBW |, we can use (6.48) to get estimates.
For convenience, we introduce some new norms and notation.
Definition 6.13. For any family V of our families of vector fields, let
‖W‖Vr =‖W (t)‖Vr(Ω) =
∑
|I|6 r, T∈V
(∫
Ω
|LIUW (t, y)|2dy
)1/2
,
‖W‖Vr,B =‖W (t)‖VrB(Ω) =
∑
|I|6 r, T∈V
(∫
Ω
|LBLIUW (t, y)|2dy
)1/2
,
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and
CVr =
∑
|J|6 r−1, J∈V
(∫
Ω
(|curlLJU w˙|2 + |curlLBLJUw|2 + |curlLJUw|2)dy
)1/2
,
CV0 =0.
(6.49)
Note that the norm ‖W (t)‖Rr(Ω) is equivalent to the usual Sobolev norm in the
Lagrangian coordinates.
Definition 6.14. For V any of our families of vector fields and β a function, a 1-form,
a 2-form, or a vector field, let |β|Vs be as in Definition 6.5 and set
‖β‖Vs,∞ =‖|β|Vs ‖L∞(Ω),
[[g]]Vs,∞ =
∑
s1+···+sk6 s, si> 1
‖g‖Vs1,∞ · · · ‖g‖Vsk,∞, [[g]]V0,∞ = 1,
where the sum is over all combinations with si > 1. Furthermore, let
mVr =[[g]]
V
r,∞,
m˙Vr =
∑
s+u6 r
[[g]]Vs,∞(‖g˙‖Vu,∞ + ‖LBg‖Vu,∞ + ‖L2Bg‖Vu,∞ + ‖ω‖Vu,∞),
m¯Vr =
∑
s6 r
(
‖B‖Vs+2,∞ + ‖∂x‖Vs,∞ + ‖∂2x‖Vs,∞ +
∥∥∥∥∂y∂x
∥∥∥∥
V
s,∞
)
.
(6.50)
Let FUr,curl = ‖curlF‖Ur−1(Ω). Then, it follows from the above arguments in this
subsection that ∣∣∣∣ ddtCUr
∣∣∣∣ 6 K1
r∑
s=0
(m˙Ur−s + m¯
U
r−s)(C
U
s + E
T
s ) + F
U
r,curl ,(6.51)
where ETs is the energy of the tangential derivatives defined in (6.17). Here, we note
that the same inequalities hold with U and T replaced by R and S, respectively.
Thus, by the Gronwall inequality, we obtain for r > 1
CUr 6K1e
∫
t
0
K1(m˙
U
0 +m¯
U
0 )dτ
∫ t
0
(
sgn(r − 1)
r−1∑
s=1
(m˙Ur−s + m¯
U
r−s)C
U
s
+
r∑
s=0
(m˙Ur−s + m¯
U
r−s)E
T
s + F
U
r,curl
)
dτ.
Since we have already proved a bound for ETs in Proposition 6.8, it inductively follows
that CUr is bounded. By Lemma 6.6, we obtain
‖W (t)‖Ur(Ω) + ‖W˙ (t)‖Ur(Ω) + ‖LBW (t)‖Ur(Ω) 6 K1
r∑
s=0
mUr−s(C
U
s + E
T
s ).(6.52)
Therefore, we have the following estimates.
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Proposition 6.15. Suppose that x, P ∈ Cr+2([0, T ] × Ω), B ∈ Cr+2(Ω), P |Γ = 0,
∇NP |Γ 6 −c0 < 0, BaNa|Γ = 0 and div V = 0, where V = Dtx. Then, there is a
constant C = C(x, P,B) depending only on the norm of (x, P,B), a lower bound for
c0, and an upper bound for T such that if E
T
s (0) = C
U
s (0) = 0 for s 6 r, then
‖W‖Ur + ‖W˙‖Ur + ‖LBW‖Ur + ETr 6 C
∫ t
0
‖F‖Ur dτ, for t ∈ [0, T ].
7 The smoothed-out equation and existence of weak
solutions
7.1 The smoothed-out normal operator
In order to prove the existence of solutions, we need to replace the normal operator
A by a sequence Aε of bounded symmetric and positive operators that converge to
A as ε→ 0.
Let ρ = ρ(d) be a smooth function of the distance d = d(y) = dist (y,Γ) such that
ρ′ > 0, ρ(d) = d for d 6
1
4
, and ρ(d) =
1
2
for d >
3
4
.
Let χ(ρ) be a smooth function such that
χ′(ρ) > 0, χ(ρ) = 0 for ρ 6
1
4
, and χ(ρ) = 1 for ρ >
3
4
.
For a function f vanishing on the boundary, we define
AεfW a = P(−gabχε(ρ)∂b(fρ−1(∂cρ)W c)),
where χεε(ρ) = χ(ρ/ε). The integration by parts gives
〈U,AεfW 〉 =
∫
Ω
fρ−1χ′ε(ρ)(U
a∂aρ)(W
b∂bρ)dy,(7.1)
which yields the symmetry of Aεf . In particular, Aε = AεP is positive if P > 0, at
least close to the boundary, i.e.,
〈W,AεW 〉 > 0.
We have another expression for Aεf :
AεfW a = P(gabχ′ε(ρ)(∂bρ)fρ−1(∂cρ)W c).
Since the projection is continuous on Hr(Ω), if the metric and pressure are sufficiently
regular, one gets, as in [20, 21], that
k∑
j=0
‖DjtAεW‖Hr(Ω) 6 Cε,r,k
k∑
j=0
‖DjtW‖Hr(Ω).(7.2)
Moreover, we have
‖AεW −AW‖2 =〈AεW −AW,AεW −AW 〉
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=〈AεW −AW,AεW 〉 − 〈AεW −AW,AW 〉
=−
∫
Ω
(AεW a −AW a)χε(ρ)∂a(Pρ−1(∂cρ)W c)dy
+
∫
Ω
(AεW a −AW a)∂a(∂cPW c)dy
=−
∫
Ω
(AεW a −AW a)χε(ρ)∂a[(Pρ−1∂cρ− ∂cP )W c]dy
+
∫
Ω
(AεW a −AW a)(1− χε(ρ))∂a(∂cPW c)dy
=
∫
Ω
(AεW a −AW a)χ′ε(ρ)∂aρ[(Pρ−1∂cρ− ∂cP )W c]dy
+
∫
Ω
(AεW a −AW a)(1− χε(ρ))∂a(∂cPW c)dy
due to Pρ−1∂cρ = ∂cP on the boundary, which yields
‖AεW −AW‖ 6 ‖χ′ε(ρ)‖L∞(Ω)‖∂aρ(Pρ−1∂cρ− ∂cP )W c‖
+ ‖(1− χε(ρ))‖L∞(Ω)‖∂a(∂cPW c)‖ → 0, as ε→ 0,
since χ′ε(ρ)→ 0 and χε(ρ)→ 1 in L∞(Ω) as ε→ 0. Thus, we obtain
AεU → AU in L2(Ω), if U ∈ H1(Ω).(7.3)
As in (3.5), it holds∣∣〈U,AεfPW 〉∣∣ 6 〈U,AεfPU〉1/2〈W,AεfPW 〉1/2
6 ‖f‖L∞(Ω\Ωε)〈U,AεU〉1/2〈W,AεW 〉1/2,(7.4)
where
Ωε = {y ∈ Ω : dist (y,Γ) > ε}.(7.5)
In fact, it suffices to take the supremum over the set where d(y) 6 ε since χ′ε = 0
when d(y) > ε. The only difference with (3.5) is that the supremum is over a small
neighborhood of the boundary instead of on the boundary. Since P vanishes on the
boundary, P > 0 in the interior, and ∇NP 6 −c0 < 0 on the boundary, it follows
that P˙ = DtP vanishes on the boundary and P˙ /P is a smooth function. Let A˙ε = AεP˙
be the time derivative of the operator Aε, which satisfies∣∣∣〈W, A˙εW 〉∣∣∣ 6 ‖P˙ /P‖L∞(Ω\Ωε)〈W,AεW 〉.(7.6)
The commutators between Aεf and the Lie derivatives LT with respect to tan-
gential vector fields T are basically the same as for A. Since Td = 0 for T ∈ T0 =
S0 ∪ {Dt}, we have
P(gcaLT (gabAεfW b)) = AεfLTW c +AεTfW c.(7.7)
In order to get additional regularity in the interior, we include the vector fields S1 that
span the tangent space in the interior. The vector fields in S1 satisfy Sρ = LSρ = 0
when d 6 d0/2. Due to χ
′
ε(ρ) = 0 when d > ε, the above relation (7.7) holds for
these as well if we assume that ε 6 d0/2.
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Now, it remains to estimate the curl of Aε. Although the curl of A vanishes, it is
not the case for the curl of Aε. However, it will vanish away from the boundary. Let
(AεW )a = gabAεW b, we have
(AεW )a =gabP(−gbdχε(ρ)∂d(Pρ−1(∂cρ)W c))
=− χε(ρ)∂a(Pρ−1(∂cρ)W c)− ∂aq1,
for some function q1 vanishing on the boundary and determined so that the divergence
vanishes. Then, when d(y) > ε, we get χ′ε(ρ) = 0 and
(curlAεW )ab =∂a(AεW )b − ∂b(AεW )a(7.8)
=− ∂a(χε(ρ)∂b(Pρ−1(∂cρ)W c)) + ∂b(χε(ρ)∂a(Pρ−1(∂cρ)W c))
=− χ′ε(ρ)[∂aρ∂b(Pρ−1(∂cρ)W c)− ∂bρ∂a(Pρ−1(∂cρ)W c)]
=0.
7.2 The smoothed-out equation and existence of weak solu-
tions
We introduce the following ε smoothed-out linear equation
W¨ aε − L2BW aε +AεW aε + G˙W˙ aε − CW˙ aε + XLBW aε = F a,(7.9a)
Wε|t=0 = 0, W˙ε|t=0 = 0.(7.9b)
It is a wave equation with variable coefficients, one can get the existence of weak
solutions inH1(Ω) by standard methods and noticing thatBaNa = 0 on the boundary,
or in Hr(Ω) by (7.2), since all operators are bounded and LB can be regarded as the
first-order derivative with respect to spatial variables.
In order to obtain the additional regularity in time as well, we need to apply more
time derivatives using (7.2) and (3.1), the initial data for these vanish as well since we
constructed F in (7.9) vanishing to any given order. If the initial data, encoded in F ,
are smooth, we hence have a smooth solution of the ε approximate linear equation.
We will show that Wε → W weakly in L2, where W ∈ Hr(Ω) for some large r.
From the weak convergence, it will follow that W is a weak solution, and then from
the additional regularity of W , we can obtain that it is indeed a classical solution;
hence the a priori bounds in the earlier section hold.
The norm of Aε tends to infinity as ε → 0, but we can include it in the energy
because it is a positive operator. The energy will be the same as before with A
replaced by Aε, so (4.5) becomes
Eε(t) = 〈W˙ε, W˙ε〉+ 〈(Aε + I)Wε,Wε〉+ 〈LBWε,LBWε〉.(7.10)
Since Dtd = 0, it follows from taking the time derivative of (7.1), with f = P , that
d
dt
〈AεWε,Wε〉 = 2〈AεWε, W˙ε〉+ 〈AεP˙Wε,Wε〉,
where the last term is bounded by (7.6). Thus, by (4.7), one has
|E˙ε| 6

1 +
∥∥∥∥∥ P˙P
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω)
+ 2‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + 2‖g‖L∞(Ω)‖∂B‖L∞(Ω)

Eε + 2√Eε‖F‖
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from which we obtain a uniform bound for t ∈ [0, T ] independent of ε, i.e., Eε(t) 6 C.
Since ‖Wε‖ 6 C, we can choose a subsequence Wεn ⇀ W weakly in the inner
product. Now, we show that the limit W is a weak solution of the equation. Multi-
plying (7.9a) by a smooth divergence-free vector field U that vanished for t > T and
integrating by parts, we have∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gabU
bF adydt
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gab(W¨
a
ε − L2BW aε +AεW aε + G˙W˙ aε − CW˙ aε + XLBW aε )U bdydt
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(Dt(gabW˙
a
ε )U
b − gabL2BW aε U b + χ′ε(ρ)(∂bρ)Pρ−1(∂cρ)W cU b − ωbcW˙ cεU b
− 2δil∂bxlB∂cxiLBW cεU b − 2gab∂cBaLBW cεU b)dydt
=−
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gabW˙
a
ε U˙
bdydt+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
((LBgab)U b + gabLBU b)LBW aε dydt
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gabAεU bW aε dydt+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(ω˙bcU
b + ωbcU˙
b)W cε dydt
+ 2
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
δil∂bx
lB∂cx
iW cεLBU bdydt+ 2
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
LB(δil∂bxlB∂cxi)W cεU bdydt
+ 2
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
LB(gab∂cBa)U bW cε dydt+ 2
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gab∂cB
aLBU bW cε dydt
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gab(U¨
b − L2BU b +AεU b + G˙U˙ b − CU˙ b + XLBU b)W aε dydt
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ω˙bcU
bW cε dydt+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
LB(δil∂bxlB∂cxi − δilB∂bxl∂cxi)U bW cε dydt
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
LB(gab∂cBa − gac∂bBa)U bW cε dydt.
From (7.3), we know that AεU converges to AU strongly in the norm if U ∈ H1.
BecauseWεn ⇀W weakly, this proves that we have a weak solutionW of the equation∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gab(U¨
b − L2BU b +AU b + G˙U˙ b − CU˙ b + XLBU b)dydt
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ω˙bcU
bW cdydt+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
LB(δil∂bxlB∂cxi − δilB∂bxl∂cxi)U bW cdydt
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
LB(gab∂cBa − gac∂bBa)U bW cdydt =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gabU
bF adydt
for any smooth divergence-free vector field U that vanishes for t > T . Moreover, due
to divWε = 0, we get ∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(∂aq)W
a
ε dydt = 0
for any smooth q that vanishes on the boundary and thus∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(∂aq)W
adydt = 0.(7.11)
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Therefore, W is weakly divergence-free.
8 Existence of smooth solutions for the linearized
equation
In order to show that W is divergence-free classical solution, we need to prove the
additional regularity, i.e., W, W˙ ∈ Hr(Ω) for any r > 0. Then, the integration by
parts for (7.11) yields
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
q∂aW
adydt = 0
for any smooth function q that vanishes on the boundary. Thus, W is divergence-free.
Moreover,
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gabU
b(W¨ a − L2BW a +AW a + G˙W˙ a − CW˙ a + XLBW a)dydt(8.1)
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gabU
bF adydt
for any smooth, divergence-free vector field U that vanished for t > T . Since W
is divergence-free, it follows that W¨ a − L2BW a +AW a + G˙W˙ a − CW˙ a + XLBW a is
divergence-free. By construction, F is also divergence-free, it follows that (8.1) holds
for any smooth vector field U that vanishes for t > T . Thus, we conclude that
W¨ a − L2BW a +AW a + G˙W˙ a − CW˙ a + XLBW a = F a, divW = 0.
Therefore, it only remains to prove that W ∈ Hr(Ω). We must show that we
have uniform bounds for the ε smoothed-out equation similar to the a priori bounds
for the linearized equation. The uniform tangential bounds for the ε smoothed-out
equation follow the proof of the a priori tangential bounds in Section 6.5, which is
just a change of notation. Let
EεI =〈W˙εI , W˙εI〉+ 〈WεI , (A+ I)WεI 〉+ 〈LBWεI ,LBWεI〉, WεI = LITWε.
If ε < d0, then the commutator relation for Aε, (7.7), is exactly the same as for A,
(6.13). Moreover, the positivity property for Aεf only differs from the one for Af in
which the supremum over the boundary in (3.5) is replaced by the supremum over
a neighborhood of the boundary where d(y) < ε in (7.4). Thus, all the calculations
and inequalities in Sections 6.5, 6.7 and 6.8 hold with A replaced by Aε if we replace
the supremum of ∇Nq/∇NP over the boundary in (6.16) by the supremum of q/P
over the domain Ω \ Ωε, where Ωε is given by (7.5). Hence, we will reach the energy
bound (6.25) for ETr replaced by
ET ,εr =
∑
|I|6 r,I∈T
√
EεI ,(8.2)
namely, Proposition 6.8 holds for ETr replaced by E
T ,ε
r with a constant independent
of ε. It is where we need to have vanishing initial data and an inhomogeneous term
that vanishes to higher order when t = 0 so that the higher-order time derivatives of
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the solution of (7.9a) also vanish when t = 0. If the initial data for higher-order time
derivatives were obtained from the ε smoothed-out equation, then they would depend
on ε, and so we would not have been able to get a uniform bound for the energy ET ,εr .
The estimate for the curl is simple since the curl of Aε vanishes in Ωε by (7.8), it
follows that all the formula in Sections 6.7 and 6.8 hold when d(y) > ε. This follows
from replacing A in (6.30) by Aε and vanishing of its curl for d(y) > ε. Let
CU ,εr =
∑
|J|6 r−1, J∈U
(∫
Ωε
(|curlLJUwε|2 + |curlLJUwε|2)dy
)1/2
,(8.3)
‖W (t)‖Ur(Ωε) =
∑
|I|6 r,I∈U
(∫
Ωε
|LIUW (t, y)|2dy
)1/2
.(8.4)
Because all the used estimates from Section 6.3 are pointwise estimates, we conclude
that the inequality in Proposition 6.15 holds with a constant C independent of ε if
we replace CUs by C
U ,ε
s and the norms by (8.4), as follows.
Proposition 8.1. Suppose that x, P ∈ Cr+2([0, T ] × Ω), B ∈ Cr+2(Ω), P |Γ = 0,
∇NP |Γ 6 −c0 < 0, BaNa|Γ = 0 and div V = 0, where V = Dtx. Suppose that Wε
is a solution of (7.9a) where F is divergence-free and vanishing to order r as t→ 0.
Let ET ,εs be defined by (8.2). Then, there is a constant C = C(x, P,B) depending
only on the norm of (x, P,B), a lower bound for c0, and an upper bound for T , but
independent of ε such that if ET ,εs (0) = C
U ,ε
s (0) = 0 for s 6 r, then for t ∈ [0, T ]
‖Wε‖Ur(Ωε) + ‖W˙ε‖Ur(Ωε) + ‖LBWε‖Ur(Ωε) + ET ,εr 6 C
∫ t
0
‖F‖Ur dτ.
Therefore, it implies that the limit W satisfies the same bound with Ωε replaced
by Ω, and so the weak solution in Section 7.2 is indeed a smooth solution.
9 The energy estimate with inhomogeneous initial
data
In this section, we consider the original equations with inhomogeneous initial data
and an inhomogeneous term:
W¨ a − L2BW a +AW a + G˙W˙ a − CW˙ a + XLBW a = F a.(9.1)
We need some estimates of the commutators with the operator A, G˙, C and tan-
gential vector fields. We recall them from [20],
[LS ,A]W =(AS − GSA)W, [LT ,GS ]W =(GTS − GTGS)W,
[LS , C]W =(CS − GSC)W, [LIS ,A]W =d˜I1IkI GI1 · · · GIk−2AIk−1WIk ,
[LIS , G˙]W =e˜I1IkI GI1 · · · GIk−2 G˙Ik−1WIk , [LIS , C]W =e˜I1IkI GI1 · · · GIk−2CIk−1WIk ,
where AS = ASP , GS = MgS defined by GSW a = P(gacgScbW b), gTSbc = LTLSgbc,
GTSW a = P(gabgTSbc W c), CTW a = P(gabωTbcW c), ωTbc = LTωbc, GJW a = MgJW a =
P(gacgJcbW
b), gJac = LJSgac, AJ = ASJP , and WJ = LJSW , the sum is over all combi-
nations with I1 + I2 + · · ·+ Ik = I in last three identities, with k > 2 and |Ik| < |I|,
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d˜I1IkI and e˜
I1Ik
I are some constants. For the operator X , we have similar equality for
its commutator with tangential vector fields. Denote βbc = δil∂bx
lLB∂cxi, we have
LTXW a =LT (gab(−2βbcW c + ∂bq))
=(LT gab)(−2βbcW c + ∂bq)− 2gab(LTβbc)W c − 2gabβbcLTW c + gab∂bTq,
where
∆q =2∂a(g
abβbcW
c), q|Γ = 0.
Projecting each term onto the divergence-free vector fields, we get
[LT ,X ]W = (XT − GTX )W,
where XTW a = P(−2gabLT (δil∂bxlLB∂cxi)W c). Similarly, we have
[LIS ,X ]W =e˜I1IkI GI1 · · · GIk−2XIk−1WIk .
These commutators are bounded operator and lower order since |Ik| < |I|. In addition,
[LIT ,L2B] is also a bounded operator since B is a tangential vector field. Thus, we
obtain
LIW = W¨I − L2BWI +AWI + G˙W˙I − CW˙I + XLBWI = HI ,
with
HI =FI + d˜
I1Ik
I GI1 · · · GIk−2AIk−1WIk(9.2)
+ [LIT ,L2B]W + e˜I1IkI GI1 · · · GIk−2XIk−1 [LIkT ,LB]W(9.3)
+ e˜I1IkI GI1 · · · GIk−2 G˙Ik−1W˙Ik + e˜I1IkI GI1 · · · GIk−2CIk−1W˙Ik ,(9.4)
where |Ik| < |I| and FI = LITF . We consider only WI = LISW with S ∈ S, as before,
let
EI =〈W˙I , W˙I〉+ 〈WI , (A+ I)WI〉+ 〈LBWI ,LBWI〉.
The energy estimate is as similar as before, and we only need to estimate the L2-norm
of the HI . It is obvious that (9.3) and (9.4) are bounded by EJ for some |J | 6 |I|.
Since AIk is of order 1, it contains derivatives in any direction, thus the term has
to be estimated by ‖∂WIk‖L2(Ω), and then it does not directly get an estimate for
‖LSWIk‖L2(Ω) for all tangential derivatives S. However, we can combine the estimates
for the curl to get the desired estimate.
Let CRr and E
S
r be defined as in (6.49) and (6.17), respectively. Let m
V
r , m˙
V
r and
m¯Vr be defined as in (6.50). Then, we have by (6.52)
‖W‖r + ‖W˙‖r + ‖LBW‖r 6 K1
r∑
s=0
mRr−s(C
R
s + E
S
s ),(9.5)
where ‖W‖r = ‖W (t)‖Rr(Ω). Since the projection P has norm 1, and ‖GJW‖ 6
‖gJ‖L∞(Ω)‖W‖, it follows that
‖GI1 · · · GIk−2 G˙Ik−1W˙Ik‖ 6 ‖gI1‖L∞(Ω) · · · ‖gIk−2‖L∞(Ω)‖g˙Ik−1‖L∞(Ω)‖W˙‖s(9.6)
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6 m˙Rr−s‖W˙‖s,
‖GI1 · · · GIk−2 C˙Ik−1W˙Ik‖ 6 ‖gI1‖L∞(Ω) · · · ‖gIk−2‖L∞(Ω)‖ωIk−1‖L∞(Ω)‖W˙‖s(9.7)
6 m˙Rr−s‖W˙‖s,
and
‖GI1 · · · GIk−2XIk−1 [LIkT ,LB]W‖
6 ‖gI1‖L∞(Ω) · · · ‖gIk−2‖L∞(Ω)‖LIk−1T (δil∂bxlLB∂cxi)‖L∞(Ω)‖[LIkT ,LB]W‖
6 (m˙Rr−s + m¯
R
r−s)‖W‖s,B,
where s = |Ik| < r = |I|. Denote
PRr =
r∑
s=0
[[g]]Rr−s,∞
∑
|J|6 s+1,J∈S
‖∂SJP‖L∞(∂Ω).
Then, we have
‖d˜I1IkI GI1 · · · GIk−2AIk−1WIk‖ 6 ‖gI1‖L∞(Ω) · · · ‖gIk−2‖L∞(Ω)‖AIk−1WIk‖L∞(Ω)(9.8)
6PRr−s‖W‖s + PRr−s−1‖W‖s+1.
Similar to (4.7), we can get
|E˙I | 6
(
1 + 2‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) +
‖∂P˙‖L∞(Γ)
c0
+ 2‖∂x‖L∞(Ω)‖LB∂x‖L∞(Ω)
)
EI(9.9)
+ 2
√
EI‖HI‖,
where c0 is the constant in the condition (1.7). From (9.6)-(9.8) and (9.5), we get
‖HI‖ 6C
r−1∑
s=0
(m˙Rr−s‖W˙‖s + (m˙Rr−s + m¯Rr−s)‖W‖s,B + PRr−s‖W‖s)(9.10)
+ PR0 ‖W‖r + ‖F‖r
6K1
r−1∑
s=0
(m˙Rr−s + m¯
R
r−s + P
R
r−s)(C
R
s + E
R
s )
+K1P
R
0 (C
R
r + E
R
r ) + ‖F‖r.
Summing (9.9) over all I ∈ S with |I| = r and using (9.10), we have∣∣∣∣dESrdt
∣∣∣∣ 6K1
(
1 + 2‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) +
‖∂P˙‖L∞(Γ)
c0
+ 2‖∂x‖L∞(Ω)‖LB∂x‖L∞(Ω)(9.11)
+
∑
S∈S
‖∂SP‖L∞(Γ)
)
(CRr + E
R
r )
+K1
r−1∑
s=0
(m˙Rr−s + m¯
R
r−s + P
R
r−s)(C
R
s + E
R
s ) + ‖F‖r.
Since (6.51) holds with U and T replaced by R and S, respectively, we get∣∣∣∣dCRrdt
∣∣∣∣ 6K1(m˙R0 + m¯R0 )(CRr + ESr )(9.12)
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+K1
r−1∑
s=0
(m˙Rr−s + m¯
R
r−s)(C
R
s + E
S
s ) + ‖F‖r.
Thus, (9.11) and (9.12) yield a bound for CRr + E
S
r in terms of C
R
s + E
S
s for s < r,
namely
CRr (t) + E
S
r (t) 6K1e
K1
∫
t
0
ndτ
(
CRr (0) + E
S
r (0)
+
∫ t
0
( r−1∑
s=0
(m˙Rr−s + m¯
R
r−s)(C
R
s + E
S
s ) + ‖F‖r
)
dτ
)
,
where
n =1 + 2‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖∂P˙‖L∞(Γ)/c0 + 2‖∂x‖L∞(Ω)‖LB∂x‖L∞(Ω)
+
∑
S∈S
‖∂SP‖L∞(Γ) + ‖ω‖L∞(Ω) + ‖LBg‖L∞(Ω) + ‖L2Bg‖L∞(Ω) + ‖B‖R2,∞
+ ‖∂x‖L∞(Ω) + ‖∂2x‖L∞(Ω) + ‖∂y
∂x
‖L∞(Ω).
Because the bound for ES0 = E0 have been already proven, we can get the bound for
CRr + E
S
r inductively. Therefore, from (9.5), we obtain the following estimates.
Proposition 9.1. Suppose that x, P ∈ Cr+2([0, T ] × Ω), B ∈ Cr+2(Ω), P |Γ = 0,
∇NP |Γ 6 −c0 < 0, BaNa|Γ = 0 and div V = 0, where V = Dtx. Let W be the
solution of (9.1) where F is divergence-free. Then, there is a constant C depending
only on the norm of (x, P,B), a lower bound for the constant c0, and an upper bound
for T , such that, for s 6 r, we have
‖W (t)‖r + ‖W˙ (t)‖r + ‖LBW (t)‖r + 〈W (t)〉A,r(9.13)
6C
(
‖W (0)‖r + ‖W˙ (0)‖r + ‖LBW (0)‖r + 〈W (0)〉A,r +
∫ t
0
‖F‖rdτ
)
,
where
‖W (t)‖r =
∑
|I|6 r,I∈R
‖LIUW (t)‖L2(Ω),
〈W (t)〉A,r =
∑
|I|6 r,I∈S
〈LISW (t),ALISW (t)〉1/2.
10 The main result
As the same as in [20], ‖W (t)‖r is equivalent to the usual time-independent
Sobolev norm; 〈W (t)〉A,r is only a seminorm on divergence-free vector fields, which
is not only equivalent to a time-independent seminorm given by (3.2) with f the dis-
tance function d(y) due to 0 < c0 6 −∇NP 6 C, but also equivalent to the normal
component of the vector field WN = NaW
a being in Hr(Γ) in view of (3.2), up to
lower-order terms that can be controlled by ‖W (t)‖r, since we only apply tangential
vector fields.
We define Hr(Ω) to be the completion of C∞(Ω) in the norm ‖W (t)‖r and define
N r(Ω) to be the completion of the C∞(Ω) divergence-free vector fields in the norm
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‖W‖Nr = ‖W (t)‖r + 〈W (t)〉A,r. Because the projection P is continuous in the Hr
norm, it implies that Hr is also the completion of the C∞(Ω) divergence-free vector
fields in the Hr norm. We state the main result as follows.
Theorem 10.1. Suppose that x, P ∈ Cr+2([0, T ] × Ω), B ∈ Cr+2(Ω), P |Γ = 0,
∇NP |Γ 6 −c0 < 0, BaNa|Γ = 0 and divDtx = 0. Then, if initial data and the
inhomogeneous term in (5.1b) are divergence-free and satisfy
(W0,W1,LBW0) ∈ N r(Ω)×Hr(Ω)×Hr(Ω), F ∈ L1 ([0, T ], Hr(Ω)) ,
the linearized equations (5.1) have a solution
(W, W˙ ,LBW ) ∈ C ([0, T ], N r(Ω)×Hr(Ω)×Hr(Ω)) .(10.1)
Proof. IfW0,W1 and F are divergence-free and C
∞, and F is supported in t > 0, then
there exists a solution by the arguments in Section 8. It follows, by approximating
W0, W1 and F with C
∞(Ω) divergence-free vector fields and applying the estimate
(9.13) to the differences, that we obtain a convergent sequence in (10.1), thus the
limit must be in the same space.
A Lie derivatives
Let us review the Lie derivative of the vector field W with respect to the vector
field T constructed in the previous section,
LTW a = TW a − (∂cT a)W c.(A.1)
For those vector fields, it holds div T = 0, so divW = 0 implies that
divLTW = TdivW −Wdiv T = 0.
The Lie derivative of a 1-form is defined by
LTαa = Tαa + (∂aT c)αc.
The Lie derivatives also commute with the exterior differentiation, [LT , d] = 0, so if
q is a function, then
LT ∂aq = ∂aTq.(A.2)
The Lie derivative of a 2-form is given by
LTβab = Tβab + (∂aT c)βcb + (∂bT c)βac.(A.3)
In general, in local coordinate notation, for a type (r, s) tensor field β, the Lie
derivative along T is given by
LTβa1...ar b1...bs =Tβa1...ar b1...bs
− (∂cT a1)βca2...ar b1...bs − . . .− (∂cT ar)βa1...ar−1cb1...bs
+ (∂b1T
c)βa1...ar cb2...bs + . . .+ (∂bsT
c)βa1...ar b1...bs−1c.(A.4)
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It follows that the Lie derivative satisfies the Leibnitz rule, e.g.
LT (αcW c) =(LTαc)W c + αcLTW c,
LT (βacW c) =(LTβac)W c + βacLTW c,
LT (gabαb) =LT gabαb + gabLTαb,
(A.5)
and
LT (W c∂cβab) =LTW c∂cβab +W cLT∂cβab.(A.6)
If w is a 1-form and curlwab = dwab = ∂awb − ∂bwa, then
LT curlwab = curlLTwab,(A.7)
since the Lie derivative commutes with exterior differentiation.
From (A.1), we have the following relation on the commutator of two Lie deriva-
tives
[LT ,LB]W a = L[T,B]W a.(A.8)
From (A.4), we get the commutator of Lie derivative and ∂a
[LT , ∂a]W b =W d∂d∂aT b.(A.9)
Furthermore, we also treat Dt as if it were a Lie derivative and we set
LDt = Dt.(A.10)
Of course, this is not a space Lie derivative but rather could be interpreted as a
space-time Lie derivative in the domain [0, T ]×Ω. It is important that it satisfies all
the properties of the other Lie derivatives considered, such as divW = 0 implies that
divDtW = 0 and Dtcurlw = curlDtw, because it commutes with partial differenti-
ation with respect to the y coordinates. It is more efficient with the same notation,
since we will apply products of Lie derivatives and (A.10). Moreover,
[LDt ,LT ] = 0,(A.11)
because this quantity is L[Dt,T ] and [Dt, T ] = 0 for the vector fields we considered, or
it follows from (A.1) and that T a = T a(y) is independent of t.
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